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The bureaucracy has been hit
hard by the coronavirus as

more than 100 senior babus,
including IAS, IPS IRS and rail-
ways officers, have lost their
lives to Covid. 

The news of the death of
senior bureaucrats, like Bihar
Chief Secretary Arun Kumar
Singh and three of his 1985
batchmates — former CBI
director Ranjit Sinha, former
Secretary Department of Land
Resources Ruolkhumlien
Buhril, and serving Director
Dept of Panchayat Raj in Bihar
Vijay Ranjan and many more
— due to Covid during the sec-
ond wave of pandemic has
rattled the Indian 
bureaucracy. 

President of Uttar Pradesh
IAS Association Deepak
Trivedi too lost the battle to
Covid as did Bihar Additional
Secretary Health RS
Chowdhury and all within a
week. Trivedi was posted as
chairman Board of Revenue,
UP Government.

“We have lost batchmates
in as many days. It’s a sad feel-
ing and we are devastated yet
ready to fight the pandemic
with the same zeal to  help our
country  come out of this
problem,” said a top IAS offi-
cer of 1985 batch. Besides
Arun, Trivedi, Sanjeev Gupta of

the same batch from Gujarat
cadre succumbed to Covid last
week.

Bihar Chief Secretary Arun
Kumar Singh is the third IAS
officer who died of Covid com-
plications in the State, after
Chowdhury and Ranjan.

Apart from these three
serving officers, two retired
officers, Abhimanyu Singh and
Dr Hriday Kant Sinha passed
away last month. IAS officers of
undivided Bihar cadre, AC
Ranjan and MC Subarno, who
retired from Jharkhand cadre,
too succumbed to the Covid
tsunami. Two servicing IRS
officers — Rajneesh Arvind
and DK Jha — succumbed to
the virus on Sunday.

Padam Shri IAS AM
Gokhale, who pioneered the
setting up Village Development
Board in Nagaland, too fell to
the deadly virus. 
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Irked with the Central
Government’s failure in com-

plying with the directive to sup-
ply 700MT oxygen to the
national Capital, the Delhi
High Court on Tuesday issued
a show-cause notice to the
Centre for contempt of court
and directed the senior-most
Government offices to be pre-
sent in the court on
Wednesday.

The unpleasant develop-
ment has come as a major
source of embarrassment for
the Centre which is facing
criticism from High Courts
across the country for its shab-
by handling of the Covid-19
crisis.

“We direct Central
Government to show cause
why contempt action should
not be taken for non-compli-
ance of our order of May 1 and
the Supreme Court order,” said
the Bench of Justices Vipin
Sanghi and Rekha Palli, adding,
“You can put your head in the
sand like an ostrich, we will
not.”

It added that the Supreme
Court has already directed,
and now the High Court is also
saying the Centre will have to
supply 700 MT oxygen daily to
Delhi right away by whatever
means.

“You are part of the city
and seeing the situation your-
self. No, you don’t know. Are
you living in ivory towers?” the
bench said.

The summoned officers
are Sumita Dawara,
Government of India Secretary
incharge of Industries, and
Union Home Ministry’s
Additional Secretary Piyush
Goyal.

Expressing displeasure, the
High Court recorded that it

was a matter of fact that till
date, oxygen had not been
supplied to the national Capital
either in terms of the Supreme
Court order on 700 MT supply
or its order on 490 MT supply.
The Bench also observed that
Additional Solicitor General
Chetan Sharma tried to mis-
read the Supreme Court’s order
on supply of 700 MT per day
to Delhi by May 3 
night.

“We disagree. A plain
reading of the Supreme Court
order shows that the Supreme
Court has directed the Centre
to supply by making good the
deficit,” noted Judges. 

“We reject the submission
that GNCTD (Delhi
Government) is not entitled to
receive 700 MT per day in light
of existing infrastructure. It
pains us that the aspect of sup-
ply of oxygen should be viewed
in the way is done by the
Central Government,” added
judges. 
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India and the UK on Tuesday
gave a boost to their trade ties

by announcing a one-billion-
pound pact besides firming up
a ten-year roadmap for more
robust strategic partnership.
The two countries agreed to
strengthen ties in the fields of
defence, security and health
care.

These were major take-
aways in the virtual summit
meeting between Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson. They unveiled the
ambitious ten-year roadmap to
elevate India-UK ties.

The high-profile talks took
place days after Johnson called
off his visit to India last month
in view of the coronavirus
pandemic. In January too,
Johnson’s planned trip to India
to participate in the Republic
Day parade as the chief guest
was cancelled following a surge
in Covid-19 infections in the

United Kingdom.
Meanwhile, in the talks on

Tuesday the two sides declared
an enhanced trade partnership,
termed as “another big-ticket
announcement” by the
Ministry of External Affairs.

According to a statement
from Johnson’s office, “more
than 6,500 new jobs will be cre-
ated around the UK thanks to
the one billion pounds of new
UK-India trade and invest-
ment announced by the Prime
Minister today.”

The package contains over
533 million pounds of new
Indian investment into the
UK, which is expected to cre-
ate more than 6,000 jobs in vital
and growing sectors such as
health and technology,
Downing Street said.  

Giving details of the talks,
the External Affairs Ministry
said the summit has “opened a
new chapter” in the Indo-UK
ties. It said the launch of an
ambitious ten-year roadmap to
further broaden ties was a “big
deliverable”, and five area of
cooperation under the
roadmap were — people-to-
people ties, trade, defence and
security, climate and 
health. 
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Ahead of the crucial Uttar
Pradesh Assembly elec-

tions to be held in early 2022,
the ruling Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) suffered a major
setback in the panchayat elec-
tions the counting of which
concluded on Tuesday.  

Akhilesh Yadav-led
Samajwadi Party (SP) won a
comprehensive victory in
Varanasi and Ayodhya, while
Mayawati’s BSP and Ajit Singh’s
RLD topped in Mathura, three
districts that are important to
the BJP agenda. There has been
a special focus on these three
districts during the Yogi

Government’s four-year tenure.
“The results of the pan-

chayat elections are a setback
for the BJP Government,” a
senior BJP leader said request-
ing anonymity.

The election of district
panchayat is important because
they elect the chairman of the
district panchayat. These mem-
bers are also part of the
Electoral College that elects the

member of the UP Legislative
council, the Upper House of
the UP Legislature. 

As many 36 members are
elected to UP Legislative coun-
cil from the local body con-
stituency of the Upper House.
The Upper House has strength
of 100 members and its other
members are elected 
from the Assembly con-
stituency and teacher’s con-
stituency.

Out of total seats of 3,050
member district panchayat in
75 districts, the BJP has won
768 seats, the Samajwadi party
won 759, the BSP 319, the
Congress 125, the Rashtriya
Lok Dal 69, and Independents
won 1,071 seats. 
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Tuesday spoke to

West Bengal Governor Jagdeep
Dhankar over post-poll vio-
lence allegedly by the
Trinamool Congress workers
and deteriorating law and order
situation in Bengal as a senior
BJP leader moved the Supreme
Court for a CBI probe into the
“murder, arson and rapes” in
the State. 

The BJP has decided to
hold a nationwide dharna on
May 5 against the alleged “pre-

meditated attacks  “unleashed”
by TMC workers on the BJP.

The Prime Minister called
the State Governor even as BJP
president JP Nadda flew to
Bengal on a two-day visit on a
solidarity mission with the BJP
workers and their families who
were the victims of the alleged
TMC offensive.

“PM called & expressed his
serious anguish & concern at
alarmingly worrisome law &
order situation. I share grave
concerns, given that violence
vandalism, arson, loot &
killings continue unabated.
Concerned must act in over-
drive to restore order,” said the
Governor in his tweet.

Nadda attacked Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee,
calling her a “symbol of intol-
erance” and ruthlessness.

The TMC hit back faulting
the PM for “taking recourse to
political stunts after having
failed to handle the 
pandemic.”
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In the midst of massive oxy-
gen shortage in Delhi, the

Indian Railways delivered 244
tonnes of oxygen on Tuesday
and efforts were on by the
Central agencies to ease the sit-
uation within the next 24 hours.

Several hospitals here con-
tinue to grapple with the short-
age of medical oxygen, as coro-
navirus cases continued to spike
every passing day. So far near-
ly five dozen Covid-19 patients
have died painful deaths due to
shortage of oxygen.

With the Delhi High Court
flogging the Centre on daily
basis to improve the oxygen
supply, and the Supreme Court
showing no leniency either,
the Centre has no option but  to
improve the oxygen supply on
urgent basis. That should
redeem the situation sooner
than later and save precious
lives.

The Oxygen Expresses will
deliver nearly 450 MT of Liquid

Medical Oxygen (LMO) to
Delhi alone in 24 hours, the
railways said.

“Two more Oxygen
Express carrying more than
244 MT cumulative of LMO
are on its way from Hapa and
Mundra and are expected to
reach Delhi today itself.  With
the arrival of two more Oxygen
Expresses, Delhi would see
nearly 450MT of LMO in 24

hours beginning early hours to
4th May,” it said.

“Of the total 382 MT of
LMO being delivered today by
Railways, nearly 244 MT would
be meant for Delhi,” it 
added.
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The Centre on Tuesday post-
poned the Joint Entrance

Examination, Main (JEE Main)
scheduled for April end due to
the Covid-19 surge.  The infor-
mation was shared on social
media by Education Minister
Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank.

This is the second time that
the Government had to post-
pone the JEE main exam.
According to the National
Testing Agency (NTA)  notice,
the registration for the May ses-
sion will be announced later
and the rescheduling of the
April and May sessions will be
done subsequently. Candidates
are advised to keep visiting the
official website of NTA —
jeemain.nta.nic.in for 
updates.
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Abarrage of Covid-19 cases
forced the IPL’s indefinite

suspension on Tuesday, a move
that was welcomed by the fran-
chises even as the league’s jit-
tery foreign recruits waited for
BCCI’s plan of action to ensure
their return amid some strict
travel restrictions.

The decision to postpone
the league was announced after
SunRisers Hyderabad batsman
Wriddhiman Saha and Delhi
Capitals spinner Amit Mishra
joined the infected players’ list,
which already had Kolkata
Knight Riders’ Varun
Chakravarthy and Sandeep
Warrier. The IPL said BCCI
will do all it can to ensure that
players in the event get back to
their homes safely.

Detailed report on P12
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Patna: Lockdown was
imposed in Bihar till May 15
amid a surge in Covid-19
cases with the State facing a
positivity rate of around 10
per cent, officials said on
Tuesday. The decision for the
lockdown, which will come
into effect on Wednesday,
was taken at the meeting of
the Crisis Management
Group presided over by
Chief Minister Nitish Kumar,
they said.
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New Delhi: A strict lockdown
should be imposed in areas
where the Covid-19 case posi-
tivity rate is over 10 per cent or
the bed occupancy is above 60
per cent, AIIMS Director Dr
Randeep Guleria said while
stressing that clamping such
restrictions all over the country
cannot be a solution, keeping in
mind people’s livelihood.
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New Delhi: Following
Trinamool Congress’ demand
for recounting of votes in the
Nandigram Assembly con-
stituency where Trinamool
Congress supremo Mamata
Banerjee suffered a close defeat
against Suvendu Adhikari of the
BJP, the Election Commission
on Tuesday clarified that the
“only legal remedy is to file an
EP (Execution Petition) before
the High Court”.
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New Delhi: The B.1.617 vari-
ant of the coronavirus, also
known as the double mutant,
is fast replacing the N440K
variant in south India, scien-
tists at the Centre for Cellular
and Molecular Biology
(CCMB) said on Tuesday.

Former CCMB director
Rakesh Mishra said the dou-
ble mutant is now a dominant
variant in Karnataka, Andhra
Pradesh and now Telangana.
After an exhaustive analysis of
5,000 variants earlier this year,
the CCMB had found that
N440K is spreading a lot more
in the southern States com-
pared to the other variants.
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Haryana on Tuesday record-
ed the biggest single-day

jump of 15786 Covid-19 cases
and highest ever 153 fatalities
that pushed the state’s cumu-
lative tally to 543559 and the
death toll to 4779.

There were 108830 active
cases in the state. Among them,
91152 were in home isolation.

The state had on Monday
reported 140 deaths and 12885
fresh Covid cases.

In just four days in May,
the state has reported 55581
Covid cases and 563 fatalities.
In the month of April, the state

had reported nearly two lakh
cases and over 1,000 fatalities.

According to the State’s
health bulletin, 16 deaths each
were reported in Gurugram
and Panipat in the last 24
hours. 15 deaths were report-
ed in Hisar, 13 in Ambala, 14
in Jind, 11 in Bhiwani, nine
each in Faridabad, Sirsa and
Karnal, seven in Fatehabad, six
in Panchkula, five in Kaithal,
four in Kurukshetra, three each
in Palwal and Mahendragarh,
one in Nuh.

The worst affected
Gurugram reported the high-
est number of 4475 infections. 

Continued on Page 2
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The Punjabis warrior spirit is
at work, once again. Known

for their magnanimity and
bounteousness, NGOs, mar-
riage palace owners and sever-
al others in Punjab’s Mohali dis-
trict have come up with offers
to set up isolation facilities —
an act of nobility appreciated by
the District Administration 
as well.

Any support for a 50-bed-
ded or above facility with
adherence to Covid guidelines
is most welcome, said Mohali
Deputy Commissioner Girish
Dayalan.

Mohali has been witness-
ing a massive surge in its cases
since the past month, with
district, as of Tuesday, having
8,662 active cases and 49,932
confirmed positive cases —
second next to Ludhiana in the
State.

In fact, during the past
week, the District’s positivity
rate hovered between 28.51
percent (recorded on May 2-
Sunday) and 18.99 percent
(recorded on may 3-Monday).
What is more, the district
reported 55 deaths in past
seven days — on an average

seven to eight deaths everyday;
besides whopping 5,127 cases
in a week — on an average 732
fresh cases every day.

Considering the worsening
state of affairs in the district,
good Samaritans have come
forward offering the facilities
available with them to set up
isolation facilities for the
Covid-19 positive patients.

“Mohali Administration
has been receiving numerous
offers from the people of the
city that they are willing to set
up four to five, even 10-bedded
facilities for Covid patients
requiring Level-II care. We are
very thankful to them for offer-
ing their support but managing
small facilities would not be
feasible,” said Dayalan while
talking with The Pioneer.

Dayalan said that individ-
uals, non-government organi-
zations, some societies, 
and several people are coming
forward offering their facilities
like someone has a marriage
palace, etc.

The Deputy Commissioner
elaborated that an isolation
centre with capacity less than
50 beds would be difficult to
sustain given the paucity of
medical or paramedical staff. 

Continued on Page 2
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Months away from the
next assembly elections,

Punjab Government has for-
warded the final report of
Punjab’s  Sixth Pay
Commission — recommend-
ing an over two-fold increase
in salaries of all employees,
with increase in minimum
pay from Rs 6,950 to Rs
18,000 per month, with ret-
rospective effect from January

1, 2016 — to the state Finance
Department to study the
report.

The Commission has sug-
gested major hikes in salary
and other major benefits, and
also substantial increase in
allowances for government
employees. The average incre-
ment in salaries and pen-
sions of employees is expect-
ed in the range of 20 percent
with salaries in for a 2.59
times increase over the fifth

Pay Commission recommen-
dations. 

All major allowances are
proposed to be revised
upward, translating into 1.5-
t imes and to two-fold
increase, with rationalization
in certain allowances, as per
the recommendations of the
sixth Pay Commission.

Notably, the Commission
has recently submitted its
report to the Chief Minister
Capt Amarinder Singh who

has sent the same to the
Finance Department for
detailed study. Directions
were also issued to place it
before the Cabinet this month
for further action. Even as the
Cabinet is set to hold its
meeting on Wednesday, it is
quite unlikely that  the
Commission’s report could
be presented in the 
same.

The report ,  as  per
Government’s commitment
in the Vidhan Sabha, is to be
implemented from July 1 this
year.  The Commission,
appointed by the then State
Government on February 24,
2016, submitted its report on
April 30, 2021. Chaired by Jai
Singh Gill, retired IAS, it cur-
rently has DS Kalha as mem-
ber and SS Rajput as member
secretary.

Recommendations of the
Commission would likely to
lead to an additional expen-
diture of Rs 3,500 crores per
annum, with effect from
January 1, 2016, said an offi-
cial spokesperson.

A spokesperson of the
CM’s of f ice,  said:
“Incidentally, the report
comes at a time when the
state’s economy is already
deeply stressed and the finan-
cial situation is precarious,
amid COVID, with taxes not
going up and even GST com-
pensation slated to end from
next year.  The Finance

Department will examine var-
ious implications before sub-
mitting the report to the
Cabinet for further 
action.”

Spokesperson said that
significant hike of Rs 1,000
per month (two-fold increase)
has been proposed in the
report in pensions and DA,
while fixed medical allowance
and death-cum-retirement
gratuity are recommended to
be doubled — from Rs 10
lakh to Rs 20 lakh — under
the scheme suggested by the
sixth Pay Commission.

Enhancement in ex-gratia
grant rates in the case of
death of government employ-
ee, as also in case of death in
harness directly attributable
to the duty performed, is
another key recommendation
aimed at benefitting govern-
ment employees. 

“This is significant in
view of the prevailing pan-
demic crisis, where a large
number of  government
employees are working as
frontline workers, with many
of them losing their lives in
the line of duty,” added the
spokesperson.

The Commission has also
suggested doubling of design
allowance to engineering staff
and kit  maintenance
allowance to Police personnel,
with mobile  a l lowance
enhancement varying from Rs
375 to Rs 750.

While implementation of
the recommendations relating
to pay and pension has been
recommended from January
1, 2016, those relating to
allowances are recommended
from the date of notification
by the Government.

The Commission has fur-
ther recommended that pre-
sent system of dearness
allowance on Central pattern
should continue and it should
be converted into Dearness
Pay each time the index
increases by 50 percent, to be
counted for all purposes
including retirement bene-
fits.

For pensions, the revision
suggested by the Commission
is by the application of a sim-
ple factor of 2.59. Further,
Pension should continue to be
paid at the rate of 50 percent
of the last pay drawn, on com-
pletion of 25 years of quali-
fying service, as per the
Commission recommenda-
tions.

Besides recommending a
simple, transparent, and easy
to implement Pay Matrix for
al l  Punjab government
employees, the Commission
has suggested that old age
allowance for pensioners and
family pensioners, at the
existing intervals of five years
from the age of 65 years
onwards, should continue on
revised pension. It has also
recommended commutation

of pension to be restored to 40
percent.

Though the existing clas-
sification of the categories of
cities for HRA is proposed to
be retained, with rationaliza-
tion in house rent allowance
(by a factor of 0.8 of the exist-
ing rates and calculated as a
percentage of basic pay, the
Commission has recom-
mended introduction of sev-
eral new allowance categories,
including higher education
allowance in the form of lump
sum rate for all employees
acquiring higher qualifica-
tion.

As part of the rational-
izat ion process,  the
Commission has recom-
mended abolition of all types
of special pay and any add-
ons in the basic pay by any
nomenclature. It has also
rationalized the changes made
on the recommendations of
the Cabinet Sub-committee in
2011.

Sixth Pay Commission
Recommendations…

·Average increment in
salaries and pensions of
employees is expected in the
range of 20 percent

·2.59 times increase in
salaries over the fifth Pay
Commission recommenda-
tions

·Increase in minimum pay
from Rs 6,950 to Rs 18,000

per month
·Recommendations to be

implemented with retrospec-
tive effect from January 1,
2016

·Implementation of rec-
ommendations to incur addi-
tional expenditure of Rs 3,500
crores per annum

·Rs 1,000 per month (two-
fold increase) hike proposed
in pensions and DA

·Fixed medical allowance
and death-cum-retirement
gratuity recommended to be
doubled — from Rs 10 lakh to
Rs 20 lakh

·Commission recom-
mended enhancement in ex-
gratia grant rates in case of
death of government employ-
ee, as also in case of death in
harness directly attributable
to the duty performed

·Recommends doubling
of design allowance to engi-
neering staff and kit mainte-
nance allowance to Police
personnel

·Mobile a l lowance
enhancement varying from Rs
375 to Rs 750

·Commission recom-
mends present system of DA,
on Central pattern, to con-
tinue

·Suggests to convert DA
into Dearness Pay each time
the index increases by 50%

·Recommends abolition
of all types of special pay and
any add-ons in basic pay by
any nomenclature.
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Himachal Chief Minister Jai
Ram Thakur on Tuesday

said that the Central
Government has approved six
new PSA oxygen plants for the
state.

The Chief Minister said
that these plants would be set
up at civil hospital Palampur,
zonal hospital Mandi, civil
hospitals Rohru and Khaneri in
Shimla district, Dr YS Parmar
government medical college
and hospital Nahan and region-
al hospital Solan. He said that
this would ensure adequate
oxygen supply to about 1400
beds in these health institu-
tions.

Thakur said that the Union
Government has already sanc-
tioned seven oxygen plants for
the state being established at
Dharamshala, Mandi, Shimla,

Chamba, Nahan, Hamirpur
and Tanda. Out of these plants,
oxygen production has started
in Dharamshala, Mandi and
Shimla plants whereas remain-
ing plants would also be made
functional at the earliest, he
added.

The Chief Minister said
that once fully functional, these
13 oxygen plants would not
only ensure adequate oxygen
supply but also make Himachal
Pradesh a surplus oxygen state.

CM DIRECTS TO RAMP
UP AVAILABILITY OF
BEDS FOR COVID
PATIENTS IN KANGRA

In a separate meeting, the
Chief Minister also directed to
increase additional bed capac-
ity in the worst affected Kangra
district to facilitate the COVID-
19 patients. The district is wit-
nessing a huge surge in positive

cases and deaths on a daily
basis.  Presiding over a meet-
ing with senior officers of
Kangra district through video
conferencing, he said that
makeshift arrangements should
be made in Paraur to provide
additional 250 bed capacity
within next 10 days which
would be gradually increased to
about 1000 beds.

Thakur said the State
Government is striving hard to
increase the bed capacity
throughout the state particu-
larly in districts with high load
of COVID-19 patients. Apart
from 1000 bed capacity to be
created at Paraur, efforts are on
to create bed capacity of 200 at
Radha Swami Satsang Vyas
complex at Mandi and 300
additional bed capacities at
new OPD block of IGMCH,
Shimla. In addition, the space
has also been identified at

Baddi-Barotiwala area for cre-
ating an additional 500 bed
capacity for the COVID
patients, he added.

INCENTIVES TO DOC-
TORS AND PARAMEDICAL
STAFF IN COVID HOSPI-
TALS

The Chief Minister said
that the government has decid-
ed to provide incentives to
various categories of doctors
and paramedical staff on duty
in COVID hospitals.

He said that 4th and 5th
year MBBS students, contrac-
tual doctors and junior or
senior residents would be pro-
vided an incentive of Rs 3000
per month while nursing stu-
dents, GNM third year students
and contractual lab staff would
be provided an incentive of Rs
1500 per month till 
June 30.
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Breaking all previous
records, Himachal Pradesh

on Tuesday reported the
biggest spike of 3824 fresh
COVID-19 cases and highest-
ever 48 fatalities.

With this, the state’s case-
load reached 110945 while the
death toll stood at 1647.

There were 23572 active
cases in the hill state till the
evening, as per the state’s health
bulletin. A day before, 43 peo-
ple had succumbed to COVID-
19 as 2630 positive cases were
reported in the state.

In the last 24 hours, a
maximum of 15 people suc-
cumbed to the virus in Kangra
district, which is the worst
affected district in the state. 
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1580 cases were reported in
Faridabad, 1248 in Hisar, 1090
in Sonepat, 821 in Bhiwani, 718
in Sirsa, 615 in Panipat, 610 in
Ambala, 651 in Mahendragarh,
584 in Panchkula, 471 in
Yamunanagar among other
cases. In Haryana, Gurugram
has the highest number of
active cases at 37547 followed
by 13920 in Faridabad and
7542 in Hisar.

Among 1418 critical
COVID patients admitted in
various government and pri-
vate hospitals in the state, 1178
were on oxygen support while
240 were on ventilators, the
bulletin stated.

In the last 24 hours, 11525
patients recovered from the
virus taking the total recover-
ies to 429950 in the state. The
positivity rate increased to 7.17
percent while the recovery rate
stood at 79.10 percent in
Haryana.

Till date, more than 76.02
lakh samples have been tested
in Haryana, the bulletin stated.

“It is not like we set up a facility and put up beds and oxy-
gen cylinders there. We also need doctors and required staff which
Level II facility requires…then the health department has to see
of it was adhering to all COVID guidelines,” he said.

Appreciating the Mohali residents for the magnanimity of
their heart and their earnest desire to support their brethren,
Dayalan said: “Hat’s off to the Punjabi spirit of sharing and car-
ing.”

At the same time, the Deputy Commissioner welcomed any
proposals to establish a facility with 50 or more beds. “Any sup-
port for a 50 beds or above facility with adherence to COVID
guidelines is most welcome. Anyone interested can contact the
Civil Surgeon to get certification of the site,” he added.

“Any support for a 50 bed or above facility with adherence
to COVID guidelines is most welcome; contact Civil Surgeon
to get certification of the site,” he added.

Meanwhile, the Deputy Commissioner has also suggested the
private hospitals in the district to not to refuse hospitalization
to the critical patients intending maximum respite to the patients
requiring critical care.

“L3 patient may be accommodated or admitted in L2 till the
next discharge from L3, subject to the approval of patients’ atten-
dant; declining admission and sending critical patient back home
will be distressing and may even prove fatal while admission in
a lower facility and being under medical supervision may ren-
der him some opportunity to recover,” opined Dayalan during
a meeting.
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Punjab Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh on

Tuesday sought immediate
intervention of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and the Union
Home Minister Amit Shah to
ensure uninterrupted supply of
medical oxygen to the State.
Besides, the Chief Minister
also sought additional alloca-
tion of 50 MT LMO (liquid
medical oxygen) from a near-
by source and 20 additional
tankers (preferably conducive
to rail travel) for timely evac-
uation of LMO from 
Bokaro.

As the number of COVID
patients on varying levels of
oxygen support in the State
went up to 10,000, the Chief
Minister sent out separate let-
ters to the Prime Minister and
Union Home 
Minister.

Expressing deep concern
over the imminent loss of lives
due to oxygen shortage across
the State, the Chief Minister
said that with mounting case-
load, he was unable to increase
Level II and Level III beds due
to oxygen availability con-
straints.

“The State is facing the
prospect of shortage of oxygen
beds,” he said, pointing out that
the Government of India had
expressed its inability to even
allow Punjab’s local industry to
undertake commercial import
of LMO from Pakistan through
the Wagah-Attari border,
which is geographically prox-

imate.
Further, despite assurance

that “adequate supply would be
ensured to us from alternate
sources, I regret to point out
that this has not happened",
said Capt Amarinder.

The total allocation of
LMO from outside the State is
currently 195 MT, of which 90
MT is from Bokaro in eastern
India. The balance 105 MT
comes from LMO facilities in
Haryana, Himachal Pradesh,
and Uttarakhand. However,
Punjab is not getting its daily
allocated quota, said the Chief
Minister.

The existing backlog for
Punjab from these LMO facil-
ities is 5.6 MT from Panipat
(Haryana), 100 MT from Sela
Qui, Dehradun (Uttarakhand),
and 10 MT from Roorkee, he
added.

Pointing out that Punjab
had now been given to under-
stand by the Centre that there
would be likely disruption of
LMO supply from today from
Panipat and Barotiwala, the
Chief Minister said that this
would cause great stress on the
already limited oxygen avail-
ability in the State, thus caus-
ing a medical emergency,
including risk of loss of life for
the large number of patients
who are in critical condition
and on regular oxygen 
support.

The disruption should be
avoided, he said, adding that, if
necessary, the State must be
compensated immediately
from a nearby additional

source.
Referring to the shortage of

tankers, the Chief Minister
said that the State was airlifting
two empty tankers daily to
Ranchi, with the filled tankers
returning by road from Bokaro
on a 48-50 hours journey.

The State Government had
already requested the GoI to
allocate 20 additional tankers
(conducive to rail travel) to
allow for regular evacuation of
90 MT LMO from Bokaro on
a daily basis, but had been told
that only two would be pro-
vided, and even those were yet
to come, he 
added.

The Chief Minister urged
the Prime Minister and the
Union Home Minister to step
in immediately to help resolve
the major crisis.

Capt speaks…
·The Centre has indicated

to the Punjab Government
that there would be “likely
disruption” of supply of liquid
medical oxygen (LMO) from
Tuesday from Panipat and
Barotiwala. Taking note, the
Chief Minister Capt Amarinder
has pointed that this would
cause great stress on the already
limited oxygen availability in
the State causing a medical
emergency.

·Central Government
expressed its inability to even
allow Punjab’s local industry to
undertake commercial import
of LMO from Pakistan through
Wagah-Attari border, which is
geographically proximate.
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As the Punjab Government
has put in place a “soft

lockdown” imposing some
curbs on the movement and
restrictions on timings, it has
amended its COVID-19
restrictions on Tuesday to allow
some non-essential establish-
ments, including liquor vends,
to stay open on the weekdays.

According to the new
orders, the shops selling fertil-
izers, seeds, insecticides, pesti-
cides, agriculture machinery,
agriculture or horticulture
implements, etc; kirana and

grocery shops including PDS
shops; retail and wholesale
liquor vends (but ahatas not to
open); and shops selling indus-
trial materials, hardware items,
tools, motors, pipes etc, are
now allowed to open till 5 pm
during weekdays.

It has been clarified that
these shops, along with the
shops selling essential items,
would be allowed to open on
weekdays only and not during
the weekend curfew, that starts
from  pm on Friday up to 5 am
on Monday. 

All other shops, however,
must remain closed under

Punjab Government’s orders
until May 15. Punjab govern-
ment ordered new restrictions
on Sunday as COVID cases
continued to overwhelm the
state's healthcare facilities. The
restrictions have prompted
protests from traders in various
parts of the State. 

As per the fresh orders, the
movement of persons on foot
or bicycle for the permissible
purposes will also be allowed
freely. In case of motorized traf-
fic, valid identity cards may be
used. In their absence, e-pass
must be taken in advance and
displayed.
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As the brutal second wave of
COVID-19 is reaching

grim milestones everyday in
the region, the experts feel
that the current surge in infec-
tions could peak sometime
around mid-May following
which a gradual flattening of
the trajectory is expected.

At present, the neighboring
states of Punjab, Haryana,
Himachal and union territory
of Chandigarh are witnessing
steep surge in daily new cases
and fatalities.

“Looking at the trajectory
of fresh infections, there is a
reasonable chance that the
cases in this region could peak
sometime between the second
or third week of May.
Currently, the daily fatalities
and fresh cases are sharply
increasing in the adjoining
states of Punjab, Haryana,
Himachal and union territory
Chandigarh,” said Professor
Madhu Gupta of Department
of Community Medicine and
School of Public Health,
PGIMER while talking to The
Pioneer.

Prof Gupta, who was also
the principal investigator of
Covishield trials at the
PGIMER said that the trajec-
tory of fresh infections depend
on various factors including
safety measures rolled out by
the government, adherence to
COVID-19-appropriate behav-
iour, vaccination rate, muta-
tions in virus.

“Though there is always
uncertainty in predicting the
peak value of daily new cases,

the data of the last several days
related to fresh cases, active
cases and recovery indicate
that the region may see a
decline in cases by the end of
this month,” Prof Gupta said.

Dr Vikas Bhutani, Director
Internal Medicine, Fortis
Hospital, Mohali said that three
states and the union territory
are currently witnessing the
highest spike in fresh cases and
deaths on a daily basis. Analysis
has suggested that the expect-
ed peak for upper north India
is likely to be mid-May, he said.

As the country is witness-
ing its worst health emergency
with COVID-19 cases spi-
ralling uncontrollably, April
was the month of many firsts
in terms of grim milestones
while May is turning out to be
more cruel.

Punjab had on Monday
(May 3) reported a record 157
fatalities due to COVID-19–
the second day in a row while
6798 COVID cases had sur-
faced. On May 2, the highest-
ever single day spike of 7327
fresh cases was recorded and
7041 cases were detected on
May 1.

In neighboring Haryana,
140 deaths and 12885 fresh
COVID cases were reported on
May 3 while on May 2, highest
ever 145 fatalities in a single day
and 13322 fresh COVID-19
cases had surfaced.

In April alone, Punjab reg-
istered over 1.31 lakh fresh
cases and 2154 deaths while
Haryana reported nearly two
lakh cases and over 1000 fatal-
ities.

Currently, Punjab and
Haryana have more than 60000

and one lakh active cases
respectively.

The hill state-Himachal on
Tuesday recorded the highest
single-day fatality at 48 and
biggest spike of 3824 fresh
cases. On May 3, the state had
reported 43 deaths and 2630
positive cases.

Chandigarh, which is the
joint capital of Punjab and
Haryana, had on May 3 report-
ed the highest single-day surge
of 860 cases.

The past two weeks have
seen scary numbers in terms of

daily cases and deaths in the
region. Two key COVID-19
parameters- the positivity rate
and daily growth rate of infec-
tions- in Haryana and
Himachal is now higher than
the national average. 

The seven-day average of
test positivity rate (proportion
of confirmed cases out of total
tests conducted) in the week
ending May 3 stood at 26.7 per-
cent in Haryana, 22.3 percent
in Himachal, 21.4 percent in
Chandigarh, 12.6 percent in
Punjab as compared to the

national average of 21.6 per-
cent.

Similarly, the daily growth
rate of COVID-19 cases, aver-
aged over a seven-day period in
Haryana was recorded at 2.77
percent, Himachal at 2.65 per-
cent, Chandigarh at 1.94 per-
cent and Punjab at 1.83 per-
cent, as compared to the
national average of 2.02 per-
cent. The medical experts have
stressed on the need of com-
plete lockdown to break the
chain of the virus and to flat-
ten the curve.
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The Chandigarh
Administration on Tuesday

announced that vaccination
will be free for all beneficiaries,
including those between the
age of 18 and 45, in
Chandigarh. Meanwhile, there
is no clarity on when more
doses will arrive in Chandigarh.
UT Adviser Manoj Parida had
recently said, "The existing
stock of nearly 1 lakh vaccines
will be used for above 45 per-
sons for the first or second
dose. For over 18, vaccination
will start only after adequate
extra supplies are received.”

Moreover, the UT
Administration has also issued
detailed guidelines for weekday
restrictions that will be imple-
mented alongside the night
curfew (6 PM to 5 AM) and
weekend lockdown. The week-
day restrictions came into place
at 5 pm on Tuesday which
would continue till 5 am on
May 11 (next Tuesday).  

Shops selling essential
items like milk. bread, vegeta-
bles, fruits, dairy products,

eggs, meat, groceries, bakeries,
opticians, mobile repair among
others will be allowed to
remain open. Restaurants will
be allowed only home delivery.
Home delivery can be done up
to 9 PM and take-aways will be
allowed till 5 PM.

All Hospitals, Nursing
Homes and Health-related
facilities like testing laborato-
ries etc. will be allowed to func-
tion normally. No restriction
on inter-state movement, yet
those entering Chandigarh
without negative covid reports
or vaccine certificates will be
subject to random testing.
Movement of vehicles has been
allowed during day time, but
the residents are requested to
stay at home and avoid unnec-
essary travel. The manufactur-
ing units/industry shall be
allowed to remain open. Street
vendors dealing with essential
items and mobile street vendors
will be allowed up to 
5 PM.

All shops selling non-
essential items will remain
closed. Crowded places like
Sukhna Lake, Museums,
Libraries, Rock Garden etc.
will remain closed. The parks,
however, will remain open
from 5 AM till 9 AM. School,
Colleges, Coaching Centres

will remain closed.

11 COVID-19 DEATHS,
780 FRESH CASES IN
CHANDIGARH

Coronavirus cases contin-
ued to surge in Chandigarh on
Tuesday with 780 more people
testing positive, taking the total
number of caseload to 45,976.
The City had reported 890
cases on Monday while 860
cases on Sunday. Eleven more
patients succumbed to the
virus in the city taking the
death toll to 518. The active
cases were 8170 till the evening,
stated Chandigarh’s health bul-
letin.

SIKH CHARITY TO SET
UP 100-BED COVID HOS-
PITAL

The UT Chandigarh
Adviser Manoj Parida said on
Tuesday that Sikh charity Sri
Guru Granth Sahib Society
will set up a 100-bed Covid
Care Centre with an oxygen
facility at the PGI Hospital's
Infosys Sarai. The decision was
made in view of excellent work
done by the society in Bal
Bhawan, he added. Earlier, the
society has set up a 40-bed
Covid care facility with oxygen
supply at Bal Bhawan in Sector
23.
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To mobilize oxygen cylin-
ders from one place to

another, Home-cum-Health
Minister Anil Vij said that 10
empty oxygen tankers have
been sought from overseas
which will facilitate lifting of
oxygen.

The officers have been
instructed to initiate appropri-
ate process for the same, he said
during the State Level COVID
Monitoring Committee here.

The Minister said that the
daily requirement of medical
oxygen in Haryana is 300 met-

ric tonnes while 252 MT has
been allocated by the Centre.
The government has not been
able to get allotted oxygen sup-
ply from Orissa due to short-
age of oxygen tankers, he 
added

He said that every possible
effort is being made to pick up
the oxygen quota of Haryana
from Orissa. We will now pro-
cure 10 empty oxygen tankers
from abroad, he added

Vij also directed the offi-
cers to ensure 24-hour avail-
ability of oxygen in the state so
that no patient faces any prob-
lem in this regard.

Meanwhile, Vij also
expressed gratitude to
Gurugram based companies,
Imperial Life Science and
Genes2me for donating 15
oxygen concentrators to the
government. He said that
Corona patients will be bene-
fitted by the oxygen concen-
trators donated by both these
Gurugram based 
companies.

The Minister further said
that he has given these con-
centrators to the concerned
Deputy Commissioner, who
will send them to the hospitals
as per requirement.
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In a major relief to the nation-
al Capital and adjoining areas

now gasping for oxygen, the
Defence Research and
Development Organisation
(DRDO) has started the
process of setting up five O2
plants in the region.

Similarly, in its relentless
operations to ferry much-need-
ed oxygen, an IAF C-17 plane
undertook a  grueling 35-hour
flight and landed in Chennai
on Tuesday carrying 37 tons of
gas cylinders from Brize
Norton, United Kingdom(UK). 

The aircraft took off from
the Jamnagar airbase on May
two evening and had only two
halts, one at Norton for load-
ing and turn around and Cairo,
Egypt for refueling before
returning to its base at 11.30 am
on Tuesday.  Another C-17 flew
14 hours non-stop to airlift four
cryogenic oxygen cylinders
from Germany on Monday.

Till date, the IAF has
brought in 54 cryogenic con-
tainers and 900 oxygen cylin-
ders from outside India
(Singapore, Dubai, Bangkok,
Frankfurt and UK), clocking
over 140 hours of flying. 

Giving details of the
DRDO efforts, officials said
here in order to tackle the
surge in COVID-19 cases PM-
CARES has allocated funds for
the installation of 500 Medical
Oxygen Plants across the
country. These plants are
planned to be set up within
three months.

The DRDO through its
industries, is setting-up five
Medical Oxygen Plants(MOP)
within the first week of May in
and around Delhi. These are to
be installed at AIIMS Trauma
Centre, Dr Ram Manohar
Lohia Hospital (RML),
Safdarjung Hospital, Lady
Hardinge Medical College and
one at AIIMS, Jhajjar,
Haryana.

As per schedule, two of
these plants reached Delhi on
Tuesday and are being
installed at AIIMS and RML
Hospitals respectively. These
have been supplied by M/s
Trident Pneumatics Pvt. Ltd.,
Coimbatore which is the tech-

nology partner of the DRDO
and has been given an order of
48 plants. Order of 332 plants
have been placed with M/s
Tata Advanced Systems
Limited and the delivery will
start from mid–May. The
delivery schedule is being
monitored very closely to
deliver before the plants time.
Sites are being prepared at
each hospital in parallel. 

These Medical Oxygen
Plants are designed for a flow
rate of 1,000 litres per minute
(LPM). The system can cater
to 190 patients at a flow rate of
5 LPM and charge 195 cylin-
ders per day. The Medical
Oxygen Plant (MOP) tech-
nology has been developed by
the DRDO based on the On-
Board Oxygen Generation for
Tejas light combat
aircraft(LCA).

These plants will over-
come the logistics issues of
oxygen transportation and
help the COVID-19 patients in
emergency. The Council for
Science and Industrial
Research(CSIR)has also
ordered 120 MOP plants
through its industries.

On the ongoing IAF effort,
they said besides ferrying oxy-
gen from abroad, its planes
within the country have trans-
ported 180 empty cryogenic
oxygen containers, apart from
other relief material like oxy-
gen cylinders, oxygen plant
equipment, essential medi-
cines and hospital equipment.

Apart from airlifting its
RAMT (Rapid Action Medical
Team), the IAF also airlifted
medical officers and personnel
of the Indian Navy.  The IAF
has employed eight C-17, four
IL-76, 10 C-130 and 20 An-32
aircraft, as well as Mi-17V5 and
Chinook helicopters who have
together clocked more than 360
hours of flying till date.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Tuesday con-

doled the death of former
Jammu and Kashmir
Governor Jagmohan and
described his death as a mon-
umental loss.

"Jagmohan Ji's demise is a
monumental loss for our
nation. He was an exemplary
administrator and a renowned
scholar. He always worked
towards the betterment of
India. His ministerial tenure
was marked by innovative
policy making. Condolences
to his family and admirers.
Om Shanti," Modi said in a
tweet.

Jagmohan passed away on
Tuesday morning. He was 94.

He had served two terms
as Governor in the erstwhile
state of Jammu and Kashmir
— from 1984 to 89, and then
from January to May 1990.

When the BJP's Atal
Bihari Vajpayee became Prime
Minister in 1998, Jagmohan
alao served in his cabinet in a
variety of portfolios, including
communications,  urban
development and tourism.
During the 1990s, Jagmohan
had served as a nominated
MP in the Rajya Sabha in
1990-96 and won a hat-trick
of Lok Sabha elections from
New Delhi (1996, 1998 and
1999).
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The Supreme Court on
Tuesday quashed the West

Bengal Housing Industry
Regulation Act, (HIRA),
2017. The top court held
HIRA as unconstitutional and
repugnant to RERA.

A bench headed by Justice
D.Y. Chandrachud said it
wasn't open for the West
Bengal  Government to 
frame a parallel law when the 
field was already occupied by
a parliamentary legislation,
Real Estate (Regulation and
Development) Act, 2016
(RERA).

Directing to strike down
the West Bengal law, the top
court observed, "this will pre-
vent chaos." The top court
also added that it won't 
invalidate registration, allot-
ment & past transactions
made under HIRA.

The judgment was deliv-
ered by a bench comprising
Justices D.Y. Chandrachud
and M.R. Shah on a plea by
NGO Forum for People's
Collective Efforts, which 
contended that the West
Bengal HIRA should be 
struck down since it  
conflicts with RERA. 

Advocate Devashish
Bharuka, representing the
petitioner, had contended that
West Bengal had enacted
WBHIRA creating a 
regime paral lel  to the
Parliament -enacted RERA,
which has been held to be
constitutionally impermissi-
ble.

"WBHIRA was substan-
tially identical to RERA and
that too without the
Presidential assent. Our sub-
mission is that in the Indian
f e d e r a l
structure, once the Parliament
makes a law, a State cannot be
permitted to frame identical
laws. It has been accepted by
the apex court" ,  added
Bharuka.

After the top court ver-
dict, he added that not only
the WBHIRA has been
declared unconstitutional but
also the earl ier  
West Bengal 1993 law has
been declared to be implied-
ly repealed by RERA.
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The Centre has issued an
alert to al l  the t iger

reserves and zoos across the
country as well as lion habitat
in Gir in Gujarat in the wake
of reports of eight lions being
found to be hit by Covid-19 in
a Hyderabad Zoo. However, it
said there is no cause for
worry as there has been no
global instance of transmis-
sion of pathogens from ani-
mals to humans.

Hyderabad’s Centre for
Cellular and Molecular
Biology (CCMB) has con-
firmed the infection among
the captive lions. However, not
taking any chances, the Union
Environment Ministry on
Tuesday directed the closure
of national parks and sanctu-
aries as a preventive mea-
sure.

Soumitra Dasgupta, assis-
tant director-general of forest
(wildlife), said it is not the new
mutation that has infected
the lions but the old one.
“We had a video conference
with CCMB officials and they
confirmed the diagnosis to us.
The problem is we cannot col-
lect throat or nasal swab sam-
ples from animals. So, most
probably, we will put in place
a method to collect scat sam-
ples. CCMB is devising that
method and guidelines.”

SP Yadav, Central Zoo
Authority Member Secretary
added that analyses of the

samples (of l ions) have
revealed that the infection
was not caused by any variant
of concern. “The eight lions
have been isolated and due
care and necessary treatment
have been provided. All the
eight lions have responded
well to the treatment and are
recovering. They are behaving
normally and eating well.
Preventive measures are
already in place for all zoo
staff and the zoo has been
closed to visitors to avoid
minimal external contact,” he
added.

In Fact, Yadav who is also
the head of the National Tiger
Conser vation Authority
(NTCA) said that an adviso-
ry has also been issued to all
the Chief Wildlife Warden
regarding containing the
spread and management of
Covid 19 in national park
and sanctuaries on April 30th
itself to prevent the spread of
the virus from humans to
animals.

“The officials have been
advised to reduce human-
wildlife interface. Field func-
tionaries should follow Covid
appropriate behavior while
people movement should be
restricted,” said Yadav.
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The Government may have
opened its doors for the

vaccines manufactured by for-
eign companies like Moderna
and J&J to arrest the Covid-19
tsunami, but sources in the
Union Health Ministry here
said it is not keen to toe the
lines of many European coun-
tries which have kept these
vaccine companies out of the
legal ambit of compensation
even if there are severe side
effects of the shots.

The sources recalled that
a few days ago, Pfizer and
Modena had shown interest in
providing vaccines in Indian
market, but they  are having
second thoughts because of
legal tangle.

The sources further said
the Union Health Ministry is
not ready to give them any
special exception as far as the
compensation on adverse

event cases are concerned
given that the local home-
made vaccines manufacturers
like Serum Institute of India
and Bharat Biotech too do not
enjoy any such privilege.

The SII CEO Adar
Poonawalla had last year
sought protection for vaccine
manufacturers against all law-
suits saying “we need to have
the Government indemnify
manufacturers, especially vac-
cine manufacturers, against all
lawsuits”. In fact, Covax and
other countries have already
started talking about that.
What's happening is when
frivolous claims come up, they
are blown out of proportion,"
he had said. However, the
Ministry remains non-com-
mittal to his demand.

In contrast,  Britain,
America and other European
nations have already evoked a
similar law to indemnify the
manufacturers during the

pandemic in case any patient
sue them over serious side
effects after taking the jab.

According to the nation-
al committee on Adverse
Event Following Injection NK
Arora, the nationwide cam-
paign does not bind any com-
pany to pay the compensation
in case of legal case, but Union
Health Ministry does not
seem to be interested in keep-
ing them out of the legal
ambit.

After SII and Bharat
Biotech, the sources said
Russia’s Sputnik V vaccine
might be soon launched in the
market. In fact, India has
already received 150,000 doses
of Russia's Sputnik V vaccine
in Hyderabad with the
Government stating that "mil-
lions of doses" more will come
in. Similarly,  Pf izer on
Monday said that it was in dis-
cussions with the Indian gov-
ernment seeking an "expedit-
ed approval pathway" for its
vaccine.

"Unfortunately, our vac-
cine is not registered in India
although our application was
submitted months ago," CEO
Albert Bourla said. The
Government has also invited
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ.N)
and Moderna (MRNA.O) to
sell their vaccines here as the
third wave of the Covid-19
swept the country more lethal,
everyday infecting and killing
many.
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India on Tuesday received
more foreign aid from sev-

eral countries, including the
US, Ireland, United Arab
Emirates and Kuwait, as hos-
pitals in several States and
Union Territories continued to
reel under an exponential
growth in Covid-19 cases. At
least 40 countries have
announced medical aid to
India so far. Meanwhile,
around 40 lakh items, com-
prising medicines, oxygen
cylinders and masks, received
in foreign aid have been dis-
tributed to 86 institutions and
hospitals.

Emergency support con-
tinued coming into the nation
from varied international loca-
tions. Seven tankers each car-
rying 20 metric tonnes of
Liquid Medical Oxygen
(LMO) arrive at Mundra Port
in Gujarat in the first such
shipment of LMO to India.
"Further consolidating our
Comprehensive Strategic
Partnership. 7 ISO tankers
with 20 MT Liquid Medical
Oxygen (LMO) each arrive at
Mundra Port (India). First
such shipment of LMO to
India. Deeply value the support
from UAE. Will help augment
oxygen availability," External
Affairs Ministry Spokesperson
Arindam Bagchi said on
Twitter.

A special flight from the
US brought to Delhi the coun-
try's fifth consignment of med-
ical aid comprising 545 oxygen
concentrators. The second
shipment of medical supplies
from Ireland, included two
oxygen generators, 548 oxygen
concentrators, 365 ventilators
and other medical equipment.
"Deeply grateful to our EU
partner Ireland for the support
which will help add to our oxy-
gen capacities," Bagchi said.

He said an Indian Air
Force aircraft carrying 450
oxygen cylinders arrived in
Chennai from the United
Kingdom.

India also received a ship-
ment of 282 oxygen cylinders,
60 oxygen concentrators, ven-
tilators and other medical sup-
plies from Kuwait. "Deepening

our fraternal ties of friendship.
Thank Kuwait for shipment of
282 oxygen cylinders, 60 oxy-
gen concentrators, ventilators
and other medical supplies
that arrived today," Bagchi
said in another tweet.

Between April 24 and May
2, India has received 17 con-
signments – comprising essen-
tial medical equipment such as
oxygen concentrators, cylin-
ders of medical oxygen, venti-
lators and BiPAP machines,
bedside monitors, anti-viral
drugs, rapid kits to detect
Covid-19 virus, pulse oxime-
ters, N95 masks and personal
protective equipment among
others — from at least 14
countries. France and Italy are
the only two countries that
have specified where some of
the equipment they supplied
will go – the eight French oxy-
gen generation plants are being
distributed among hospitals
in Delhi, Haryana and
Telangana, while the Italian
plant will go to the ITBP
Hospital in Greater Noida.

Himachal will also get
additional 282 oxygen cylin-
ders donated by Kuwait, as per
the letter of Union ministry of
health and family
welfare.Haryana has also been
allocated 113 Pulse oximeters
which will be dispatched to All
India Institute of Medical
Sciences (AIIMS) at Jhajjar.
Besides, 95 oxygen concentra-
tors have been allocated to
Haryana. 35 of these concen-
trators, out of the 150 donat-
ed by Taiwan.

Punjab will get 50 out of
the 150 oxygen concentrators
donated by Taiwan. Taiwan
also donated 500 oxygen cylin-
ders, out of which Himachal
has been allocated 185 and
Uttrakhand 300.

According to the Centre,
Taiwan has donated 150 oxy-
gen concentrators of which 50
have been allocated to Punjab
and 35 to Haryana.

India has been ravaged by
a massive spike in coronavirus
infections in the last few weeks
and hospitals across the coun-
try are facing acute shortage of
beds, medical oxygen and
other supplies due to rising
Covid-19 cases.
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Facing allegations of lack-
adaisical attitude that led to

a shortage of medical facilities
including oxygen resulting in
unprecedented casualties across
the States, the Government on
Tuesday sought to come clean
in the matter.

It  issued two clarifications
in two days in a row—first stat-
ing that it issued order for the
vaccine on time,  and in anoth-
er, it said that “it did not waste
time in effective allocation and
distribution of Covid pan-
demic relief material.”

The Modi Government on
Tuesday made a bid to refute
media reports that while the
first consignment of Covid-19
assistance arrived in India on
April 25, the Centre took seven
days to frame the Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP) of
distributing these life-saving
medical supplies.

Calling the allegations

“totally misleading”, the Union
Health Ministry said that while
the Standard Operating
Procedure for allocations was
issued by it on May 2nd, the
work for receipt, allocation
and distribution to the States
and UTs through the Central
and other Health Institutions
started immediately as the
global community started to
support the Government
efforts for fighting the global
pandemic.

As the world responds to
India's Covid SOS, the
Government is facing a volley
of questions whether foreign
aid, including a vast number of
oxygen machines and life-sav-
ing drugs, is reaching its des-
tination given huge hue and cry
over shortage of basic medical
facilities in hospitals, resulting
in deaths also. However,
Government officials admit to
"teething problems" in distrib-
uting foreign aid.

Similarly, on Monday, it

dismissed allegations that the
last order placed with the two
vaccine makers (100 million
doses with SII and 20 million
doses with Bharat Biotech)
was in March 2021. It said, in
actual, 100% advance of
�1,732.50 cr  was released to
Serum Institute of India (SII)
on April 28 for 11 crore doses
of Covishield vaccine during
May, June and July, and was
received by them on
28.04.2021.As on date, against
the last order of 10 crore doses
for supplies of Covishield vac-
cine, 8.744 crore doses have
been delivered till March 3.

Additionally, 100%
advance of Rs. 787.50 cr was
released on April 28 to Bharat
Biotech India Ltd  for 05 crore
Covaxin doses during May,
June and July. As on date
against the last order of 02 crore
doses for supplies of Covaxin
vaccine, 0.8813 crore doses
have been delivered till March
5, it said.
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The Indian Railways on
Tuesday said that 27

Oxygen Express trains have
completed their journey, deliv-
ering more than 1,585 metric
tonnes of liquid medical oxy-
gen (LMO) in 103 tankers to
various states.

A Railway Ministry offi-
cial said that overcoming all
hurdles and finding new solu-
tions, the railways is continu-
ing its journey of bringing
relief by delivering LMO.

"So far, railways has deliv-
ered 1,585 MT of LMO in 103
tankers to various states across
the country," he said, adding
that 27 Oxygen Express trains

have already completed their
journey and six more loaded
Oxygen Express trains are on
the way, carrying 463 MT of
LMO in 33 tankers.

Two more Oxygen
Express to Delhi carrying
more than 244 MT LMO are
on its way from Hapa and
Mundra and are expected to
reach Delhi on Tuesday itself,
the official said.

With this, Delhi would
see nearly 450 MT of LMO
provided in 24 hours begin-
ning early hours on May 4.

According to the official,
of the total 382 MT of LMO
being delivered by Railways on
Tuesday, nearly 244 MT was
meant for Delhi, which is
nearly 64 per cent of total load.
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Former Congress president
Rahul Gandhi on Tuesday

once again attacked the
Narendra Modi Government
for its inaction as "many inno-
cent people" continued to lose
the battle against Covid and
said a crime has been com-
mitted against India.

He said the only way to
stop the apocalyptic march of
the pandemic was an immedi-
ate complete lockdown with the
protection of NYAY scheme for
the vulnerable sections.

"Government of India
(GOI) doesn't get it. The only
way to stop the spread of
Corona now is a full lockdown
- with the protection of NYAY
for the vulnerable sections.
Government of India's inaction
is killing many innocent peo-
ple," he tweeted.

In another tweet, lament-

ing at the government he said,
"I just want to make it clear
that a lockdown is now the
only option because of a com-
plete lack of strategy by GOI.
They allowed, rather, they
actively helped the virus reach
this stage where there's no
other way to stop it. A crime
has been committed against
India."

Rahul Gandhi, who is a
Lok Sabha MP from Kerala's
Wayanad has been critical of
the Central government over
the handling of Covid-19 pan-
demic in the country.

On Tuesday, India record-
ed over 3.57 lakh fresh cases of
Covid with 3,449 fatalities.
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India and the UK on Tuesday
adopted an ambitious

'Roadmap 2030' to elevate bilat-
eral ties to a "Comprehensive
Strategic Partnership" between
the two countries in major sec-
tors covering trade, defence
and climate security.

The roadmap will pave the
way for a deeper and stronger
engagement over the next ten
years in the key areas of people-
to-people contacts, trade and
economy, defence and security,
climate action and health, the
Prime Minister's Office (PMO)
said in a statement.

The decisions were taken in
a virtual summit attended by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and his British counterpart Boris
Johnson -- a move ahead as both
the countries already enjoy long
standing friendly ties and share
a Strategic Partnership under-
pinned by mutual commitment
to democracy, fundamental free-
doms and the rule of law, strong
complementarities and growing
convergences.

The two leaders also dis-
cussed the Covid-19 situation
and ongoing cooperation in the
fight against the pandemic,
including the successful part-
nership on vaccines.

PM Modi thanked PM
Johnson for the prompt medical
assistance provided by the UK
in the wake of the severe second
wave of Covid-19 in India.

Johnson appreciated India's
role in extending assistance to
the UK and other countries
over the last year, including by
way of supply of pharmaceuti-
cals and vaccines.

The two Prime Ministers

launched an 'Enhanced Trade
Partnership' (ETP) to unleash
the trade potential between the
5th and 6th largest economies of
the world and by setting an
ambitious target of more than
doubling bilateral trade by 2030.

"As part of the ETP, India
and the UK agreed on a
roadmap to negotiate a com-
prehensive and balanced FTA,
including consideration of an
Interim Trade Agreement for
delivering early gains. The
enhanced trade partnership
between India and UK will gen-
erate several thousands of direct
and indirect jobs in both the
countries," the statement said.

The UK is India's second
largest partner in research and
innovation collaborations. A
new India-UK 'Global
Innovation Partnership' was
announced at the Virtual
Summit that aims to support the
transfer of inclusive Indian inno-
vations to select developing
countries, starting with Africa.

Both sides agreed to
enhance cooperation on new
and emerging technologies,
including Digital and ICT prod-
ucts, and work on supply chain
resilience. They also agreed to
strengthen defence and securi-
ty ties, including in the maritime,
counter-terrorism and cyber-
space domains.

Both Prime Ministers also
exchanged views on regional
and global issues of mutual
interest, including cooperation
in the Indo-Pacific, and G7.
They reiterated commitment to
climate action to achieve the
goals of the Paris Agreement and
agreed to closely engage in the
run up to CoP26 hosted by the
UK later this year.
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Israel's decision to join India
in its fight against the vicious

second Covid wave yet again
showcases the special ties
between the two countries,
which shine brightly during a
crisis.

In a statement on Monday,
the Israeli Foreign Ministry
announced that Tel Avis was
sending out a series of flights
throughout the week, which
would carry aid that included
thousands of group and indi-
vidual oxygen generators, as
well as respirators, medica-
tions and other medical
equipment.

"The extension of emer-
gency assistance is an expres-
sion of the deep friendship
between our countries in
India's time of need," the state-
ment cited Foreign Minister
Gabi Ashkenazi as saying.

The statement follows
growing public sentiment in
Israel for fully backing India at
the time of its special need. For
instance, the Israeli daily
Haaretz wrote in an opinion
piece that Israel Defence Forces
(IDF) should set up field hos-
pitals in India's large "red"
cities like New Delhi and
Mumbai. "The Israel Defence
Forces field hospitals have for
years been renowned as lead-
ers in medical aid missions in
disaster zonesï¿½"

It added that Israel's
Medical Corps supplies
advanced services under field
conditions, including lab and
imaging services, which are
crucial to treating Covid-19
victims.

"It would behove
MASHAV, Israel's Agency for
International Development,
which is responsible for for-
mulating and implementing
Israel's foreign aid programs, to
launch a program of logistical
aid to India until this coron-
avirus storm passes."
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Washington: Terming the situation in India "very
desperate", America's top public health expert Dr
Anthony Fauci has suggested the Government
marshal all its resources, including the armed
forces, to immediately build makeshift field hos-
pitals, and urged other countries to help with not
only materials but also personnel.
Following is the transcript of an exclusive inter-
view of Dr Fauci, by PTI's Washington corre-
spondent:

Q: Can you start with your assessment of the
situation in India right now?

Fauci: I think it's quite obvious to everyone
that the situation in India is extremely serious. I
mean to have the level of infection that they're hav-
ing right now is, is really quite. I would say. Let
me get the right word so that we don't get taken
out of context. It's something that is of the high-
est degree of series, when you have so many peo-
ple getting infected and the lack of the capabili-
ty to take adequate care of everyone. 

When you have shortages of hospital beds and
shortages of oxygen and shortages of supplies that

really becomes a very desperate situation which
is the reason why we feel it's important for the rest
of the world to help out, to the extent they can,
and that India itself can be doing things that I think
could address this very emergent situation. 

Q: So, the two questions are how and in what
way the world can help India right now. And sec-
ondly, what are the steps you think India should
take to address this situation on a firefighting basis? 

Fauci: Well, I think the world can help by sup-
plying India with materials, and perhaps even per-
sonnel, but certainly, materials that they need to
adequately address it, for example, as you will
know. 

The US is supplying oxygen support with an
initial delivery of over 1,000 cylinders of oxygen,
as well as oxygen concentrators and oxygen gen-
eration units.

The US is also getting personal protective
equipment, as well as supplies to help the Indians,
to be able to manufacture vaccines themselves, that
would be needed in the rural, so sending rapid
diagnostic tests.  PTI
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Even as operations were in full
swing for the smooth transfer

of power in Tamil Nadu following
the landslide win of the DMK over
the AIADMK in the legislative
assembly election, the number of
Covid-19 patients continued
unbated in the State on Tuesday.

The Directorate of Health
and Preventive Medicine in its
release said 21,228 new Covid-19
cases afflicted with Covid-19 were
diagnosed till 6 pm Tuesday. The
death toll too showed a hike as 144
patients succumbed to the pan-
demic.

Tamil Nadu Government has
declared new measures and curbs
to counter the spread of the pan-
demic. From Thursday, the State

would be in an ‘undeclared lock-
out’ mode as the working hours of
markets and shops have been
brought down to just six hours.

Provision and grocery shops
would be allowed to function
from 7 am to 1 pm. Chennai
accounted for 6,228 positive cases
followed by Chengalpattu (1608)
and Coimbatore (1,509).
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KOCHI: Chief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan lambasted the Centre for
denying the much needed
Covid-19 vaccine to the State
despite its plea many times.
“Kerala is undergoing a grave sit-
uation as the number of patients
diagnosed with Covid-19 on
Tuesday reached 37,190. The day
also saw 57 persons succumbing
to the pandemic,” said Vijayan in
his daily media briefing.

The Chief Minister said that
Centre should initiate steps to
make Covid vaccine available
free of cost to the States. “The
policy being pursued by the
Centre is wrong and I hope the
Prime Minister would initiate
steps to rectify the mistakes,” he
said.

Vijayan, who is an avid
reader of international medical
journals like Lancet and British
Medical Journal, quoted from
the latest editions of these jour-
nals and said that Kerala was in
for more crisis as there were
strong possibilities of steep hike

in the number of Covid cases.
“After May 12, figures are sure to
go up and the Government
would take steps to check the
spread of the pandemic,” said the
Chief Minister.

The Kerala Government on
Tuesday issued orders restricting
the number of personnel in all
government offices to 25 per
cent. “We want only the essen-
tial services to function in the
State. People should not come
out of their houses  unless the sit-
uation warrants it. I am asking
the people to stay indoors and
start wearing masks even when
they are inside the houses. All
those who come out of their
houses should immediately take
bath when they come back,” said
the chief minister.

Ernakulam with 5030 new
patients continued to be the
leader in the table of Covid-19
cases in the State. The State’s Test
Positivity Rate in the State is 26.8
per cent, said the Chief 
Minister. PNS

Aligarh: MLA Anil Parashar
and MLC Manvendra Pratap
Singh reached the spot on the
information of the dead body
of labourer resident of Khirni
Gate in Deendayal Hospital for
ten days. Seeing the condition
of the dead body, both of them
got angry. They scolded staff
very well. Both of them also
lashed out at the incidents
which had embarrassed
humanity since the last days.

On the 23rd, Raju, son of
Sundarlal, who lived in Jagdish
Sharma's house at Khirni Gate,
was admitted by the neighbors
to Deendayal Hospital. Raju
died in the evening on the same

day. From then until Monday,
Raju's body remained in the
hospital's mortuary. Family
members were found with the
support of Akhilesh Pradhan,
in-charge of Khirni gate out-
post. Due to the working class,
the body has been cremated
with the help of Vishnu Kumar
Bunty, the founder president of
the Manav Upkar Social
Society.

On this information, MLC
Manvendra Pratap Singh and
MLA Anil Parashar reached
Deendayal Hospital and scold-
ed the staff very well. The
cases which created the havoc
were also criticised. PNS

KOCHI: A national alternative of secular, socialist and
democratic forces against the fascist Government at the
Centre will begin from Kerala, according to top CPI(M)
leader A Vijayaraghavan. “The unprecedented victory of the
Left Democratic Front led by the CPI(M) is a signal in that
direction. This victory will set the stage for such a nation-
al alternative and we are sure of uprooting the present gov-
ernment,” said Vijayaraghavan, who is the CPI(M) acting
secretary as well as the convener of the LDF.

Speaking to media at the capital city on Tuesday,
Vijayaraghavan said the LDF would observe Friday as the
Victory Day. “We want all the households in the State to light
torches as part of the victory celebration. The people need
not come out of their houses,” said the LDF convener.

Vijayaraghavan said the LDF Government would
implement all promises it had mentioned in the election
manifesto. “The important outcome of th recent election
is that we succeeded in closing the account of the communal
BJP in Kerala and this should act as a guiding spirit to the
rest of the country,” he said.

The CPI(M) secretary also said that there was concerted
efforts by central agencies and the BJP to sabotage the pos-
sibilities of  the LDF’s return to power. The central agen-
cies were trying to derail all development activities of the
State Government. “But the people in the State stood by us
and supported us,” he said. The swearing-in of the new LDF
Government would happen after May 18, said the 
convener. PNS
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MK Stalin was unanimously elected as the leader of the
DMK legislature party on Tuesday. This was

announced by party general secretary Durai Murugan after
a meeting of the newly elected MLAs of the DMK which
met at party headquarters in Chennai.

With the election of Stalin as leader of the legislature
party, stage is set for his swearing in as Chief Minister.
Addressing the media, Murugan said Stalin would call on
Governor Banwarilal Purohit on Wednesday morning to
stake his claim to form the next government. The swear-
ing in of Stalin and his council of ministers would be held
on Friday at the Raj Bhavan, according to a DMK leader.

Meanwhile Chennai saw anti-social elements unleash-
ing attack on Amma Restaurants across the metropolis.
Video images of a group of youth destroying the boards dis-
played in front of Amma Restaurants selling iddli at Re 1
per piece went viral in the social media.

The women working in these restaurants, a dream pro-
ject of late Chief Minister J Jayalalithaa that sell idli, dosa
upma and chappatis at Re one apiece were driven out of the
restaurants by the youth. They destroyed the pictures of
Jayalalithaa which were displayed in the eatery.

By Monday night the Public Works Department offi-
cials had removed all the pictures of Jayalalithaa that had
adored the walls of the Secretariat  for the last decade.
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The Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir
Tuesday recorded more than 4600 fresh cases

of coronavirus and 37 patients succumbed to the
deadly virus taking the death toll due to Covid-
19 to 2458 and the tally of active positive cases
beyond 37,000 cases.

Keeping in view the grim situation on ground
zero, the UT administration also extended the
lockdown till May 10 across four worst affected
districts of Srinagar, Baramulla, Budgam and
Jammu.

Meanwhile resolving the issue of availability
of oxygen cylinders to patients undergoing  treat-
ment in home isolation the UT administration
clarified to ensure & facilitate that Oxygen is avail-
able to patients genuinely needing it, the gov-
ernment has decided that refilled cylinders will
be provided to them after furnishing requisite pre-
scription from a doctor to the control rooms set
up at Director Industries Jammu or Divisional
Commissioner COVID control room Kashmir.

According to the media bulletin, out of 4650
new positive cases of novel Coronavirus (COVID-
19),1463 were reported from Jammu division and
3187 from Kashmir division, Also 37 COVID-19
deaths have been reported, 25 from Jammu
Division and 12 from Kashmir Division.

Moreover, 1878 more COVID-19 patients
have recovered and discharged from various hos-
pitals including 631 from Jammu Division and
1247 from Kashmir Division. Srinagar Tuesday
recorded  1311 fresh cases taking the tally  of active
positive cases to 10748.

Similarly, Jammu reported 598 cases taking
the tally to 6750 active positive cases,

Ahmedabad: Gujarat on
Tuesday reported 13,050  fresh
coronavirus positive cases and
131 fatalities, including 23  in
Ahmedabad, taking the count
of infections to 6,20,472 and
the  toll to 7,779, the state
health department said.

At the same time, 12,121
patients were discharged dur-
ing the day, raising the number
of recoveries to 4,64,396, it said
in a release. With this, the
state's recovery rate has
improved slightly to 74.85 per
cent.

Gujarat is now left with
1,48,297 active cases, the
department said.        At 4,754,
Ahmedabad reported the high-
est number of new cases, fol-
lowed by 1,574 in Surat.
Among other districts,
Vadodara reported 943 infec-
tions, Jamnagar 727, Bhavnagar
472, Mehsana 459,
Gandhinagar 309, Navsari 200,
Kheda and Sabarkantha 198
each, Mahisagar 195, Junagadh
176 etc.  PTI
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Jammu: A joint team of security forces
Tuesday eliminated  two Lashkar-e-Taiba
(LeT) terrorists, including a foreign terrorist
in Nathipora area of Sopore in Baramulla dis-
trict.  The foreign terrorist identified as
Hamas alias Asrar alias Saria was active since
March 2018 in North Kashmir. The local ter-
rorist has been identified as Wasim Ahmed
Lone resident of Hatlangoo Sopore.

According to police records, Hamas was
also the mastermind of the Sopore terror inci-
dent along with terrorist Mudasir Pandit
@Maaz dated 29/03/2021 in which two
Municipal Councillors and a policeman got
martyred.  The operation was launched by the
joint team of security forces Tuesday afternoon
soon after receiving inputs about the presence
of terrorists in the Nathipora area.

According to a police spokesman,"during
the search operation as the presence of ter-
rorists got ascertained they were given an
opportunity to surrender, however, they fired
indiscriminately upon the joint search party,
which was retaliated leading to an encounter".

In the ensuing encounter, two terrorists of
LeT outfit were killed and their bodies were
retrieved from the site of encounter.

As per police records, both the killed ter-
rorists  were part of groups involved in sev-
eral terror crimes including planning and exe-
cuting attacks on security establishments.
Moreover, killed terrorist Hamas

"Arms and ammunition including 01
AK-47 rifle, 01 Insas rifle & other incrimi-
nating materials were recovered from the site
of encounter", police spokesman added.
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In two corporate initiatives
aimed at boosting the avail-

ability of oxygen to cater to the
increasing needs of Covid-19
patients, the Paytm Foundation
on Tuesday announced that it
would set up oxygen plants in
12 to 13 cities, while Mahindra
Group rolled out a free
“Oxygen on Wheels” (O2W)
service to reach the life-saving
gas from the manufacturers to
the needy hospitals and med-
ical centres.

Paytm Foundation, a phil-
anthropic wing of India's lead-
ing digital financial services
platform Paytm,  announced
that it would set up oxygen
plants in  cities including Delhi,
Mumbai, Bangalore,
Hyderabad, Pune, Aligarh,
Noida and Lucknow. “We will
set up Oxygen plants at hospi-
tals. They will cater to the oxy-
gen needs for the patients in the

entire hospital,” a Paytm
spokesperson said.

Having sourced over
21,000 Oxygen Concentrators,
Paytm Foundation said that it
would send the life-saving gas
to government hospitals,
COVID care facilities, private
hospitals, nursing homes and
Resident Welfare Associations
by mid May.

Oxygen plants are devices
that produce medical oxygen
from ambient air while  sup-
plying simultaneously the gas
to multiple beds.

The company has current-
ly raised Rs 10 crore from
people across the country
under its  #OxygenForIndia
initiative and has mirrored the
donation amount making it a
total contribution of Rs 20
Crore. Paytm is working in
conjunction with other promi-
nent organisations including
Elevation Capital and the
American Indian Foundation.

The donations collected
under the initiative will be
used to purchase Oxygen
Concentrators and oxygen
plants, costing between 50 lakh
to 1 Crore each.

Paytm is currently between
dialogues with the State
Governments and hospitals for
affirmation and approval to set
up these oxygen plants. The
oxygen plants will be provided
free of cost to Government hos-
pitals by Paytm 
Foundation.

“Before economic growth,
we need to think about the sus-
tainability of our human forces,
the people. While Oxygen
Concentrators are good for
short term support, we figured
out that oxygen plants could
provide our healthcare system
with larger support. Hence,
we decided to direct our dona-
tions to build oxygen plants at
government hospitals for free,”
a Paytm spokesperson .

In a related development,
Mahindra Group has rolled out
a “Oxygen on Wheels”  (O2W)
initiative to increase the avail-

ability of oxygen across the
country by linking oxygen pro-
ducers with the hospitals and
medical centres in dire need of
it.

The O2W is launched in
Mumbai, Thane, Pune, Pimpri-
Chinchwad, Chakan, Nashik
and Nagpur in Maharashtra
with over 100 Mahindra vehi-
cles ferrying oxygen, at the pre-
sent.

Anish Shah, Managing
Director & CEO, Mahindra
Group said that discussions
were ongoing with the civic
administration and govern-
ment departments to extend
this free service to other cities
as well, most importantly to
Delhi, which is facing an acute
shortage.

“Given the overwhelming
response in the past 48 hours,
we are seriously considering
extending this initiative to
deliver oxygen cylinders direct-
ly to patients’ homes,”  Shah
said.

Helmed by Mahindra
Logistics, a Mahindra Group
company that is partnering

with the administration and
local government bodies on
this project, the O2W initiative

will involve a large fleet of vehi-
cles and an integrated com-
mand and control center

Mumbai: In a joint initiative by the Maharashtra government’s
Transport Department and state unit of the Federation of
Automobile Dealers Association (FADA), GPS devices have been
fitted to 250 Oxygen tankers to monitor their movement across
the state.

In a development that came after FADA State Chairperson
Amar Jatin Sheth met Transport Commissioner Dr Avinash
Dhakane, 250 Oxygen tankers were fitted with GPS devices
enabling the transport department to monitor it on a single dash-
board.The dashboard has been set up in the Transport
Commissioner’s office and is being monitored 24x7.

The Motherboard (MOBO) has the necessary technologi-
cal know-how and expertise to deliver the same in a time bound
manner.At a cost of Rs 10 lath, the FADA set up a MOBO which
has the technical knowhow and expertise“

We have tried to do our best as this is a small contribution
towards enabling the transport department to monitor oxygen
tankers movement on a single dashboard,” FADA President
Vinkesh Gulati said.

Dr Dhakane said that with GPS facility the tankers would
move faster and help save more lives.
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Aday after a noticeable drop
in the number of fatalities

and infections, Maharashtra
on Tuesday saw the number of
deaths jump to  891 and new
infections go up to 51,880, in
a clear indication that it might
take several more days for the
second wave of pandemic to
recede in the state.

Twenty four hours after the
Covid-19 deaths dropped fur-
ther to 567 and the daily infec-
tions came down 48,621, the
situation once again turned
grim in the state, as the num-
ber of deaths went up by 324
and the infections rose by
3259.

With 891 new deaths, the
total number of deaths in the
state climbed from  70851 to
71742. Similarly, with 51880
infections, the total number of
cases rose from  47,71,022 to
48,22,902.

As 65,934 patients were
discharged from the hospitals
across the state after full recov-
ery, the total number of people
discharged from the hospitals
since the second week of March
last year went up to 41,07,092.
The recovery rate in the state
for the first time in several days

rose from 84.7 per cent to 85.16
per cent.

The total “active cases” in
the state dropped from 6,56,870
to 6,41,910 cases. The fatality
rate in the state stood static at
1.49 per cent.

With 62 fresh deaths, the
Covid-19 toll in Mumbai
increased from 13,372 to
13,434, while the infected cases
went up by 2554 to trigger a
jump in the infections from
6,58,621 to 6,61,175.               

While Pune accounted for
a maximum 1,09,531  “active
cases” in the state, Nagpur
stood second 64,554, followed
by Mumbai with 56,465,
Nashik (45605),  Thane
(45,516), Chandrapur (28,597),
Satara (20,744),  Ahmednagar
(20657), Solapur (20,448), Beed
(14,030), Latur (13459),
Buldhana (13,106), Jalgaon
(12,556),   Aurangabad
(12,207),   Bhandara (9476),
Parbhani (9298), Osmanabad
(8162), Gondia (8529, Nanded
(7878) and Nandurbar (6421).

Of the 2,81,05,382 samples
sent to laboratories, 48,22,902
have tested positive (17.16 per
cent) for COVID-19 until
Tuesday.

Currently, 39,36,323 people
are in home quarantine while

30,356 people are in institu- tional quarantine.
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In what came as a silver lining
in the cloud amid the con-

tinued surge in coronavirus
fatalities and infections, the
Covid-19 positivity rate on
Tuesday dropped by five per
cent in Maharashtra.

Talking to media persons
here, State Health Minister
Rajesh Health Rajesh Tope said,
“If we analyse the (Covid-19)
statistics on hand, we can see the
positivity rate going down from
27 per cent to 22 per cent. It is
a drop of 5 per cent which is
good in the difficult times that
we are passing through”.

Tope said that of the 36 dis-
tricts in the state, the number of
infections had dropped in 15
districts and cities including
Mumbai, Thane, Raigad, all in
Konkan region, Nanded,
Osmanabad, Latur and
Aurangabad in Marathwada
region, Nashik, Nandurbar and
Dhule in north Maharashtra
and Nagpur, Amravati,

Bhandara, Gondia and
Chandrapur in Vidarbha region.

Tope however expressed
concern over the increasing
cases in Kolhapur, Sangli and
Satara  in western Maharashtra.

“Already lockdown-type
measures are in place. Wherever
strengthening of norms is need-
ed, the district administration
takes a call,” the minister said.

Alluding to the
Maharashtra government’s
efforts to procure Russian vac-
cine Sputnik, Tope said the
state administration was nego-
tiating the price with Russia for
the Sputnik vaccines “We have
received a good response for our
global tendering process,” he
said . Contesting the reports in
a section of media that the test-
ing had come down in the
state, Tope said: “If you look at
the overall testing in
Maharashtra, we are undertak-
ing 2.80 lakh tests per day”.

“Our overall percentage of
RT-PCR tests is 65 per cent,” the
Minister added.



modus vivendi through a
mediated political dialogue.
Aung San Suu Kyi’s National
League for Democracy had
won a clear and outright polit-
ical victory trouncing the mil-
itary-backed USDP. It seems
inconceivable that the NLD’s
victory can be set aside by the
military on grounds of fraud-
ulent voting. It will be uncon-
stitutional. Can the clock be
set back to January 31?

Hlaing is from the Army’s
elite 77 Light Division. He was
the mastermind of the ruthless
operations against the
Rohingyas in Rakhine in 2017
where this Division was
employed. In the 1988 coup,
77 LID was used and 3,500
protestors were killed. But
that was 30 years ago. The
General’s aim is for Myanmar
to return to 2011-16 when the
USDP was in power and when
he took over as the C-in-C in
2011. He does not have much
time if he is to return
Myanmar to his vision of a dis-
ciplined democracy. This goal
is a bridge too far even for the
Tatmadaw to achieve, especial-
ly in 2021. The General has to
weigh in the consequences of
the coup and preserving the
gains the military has secured
in the 2008 Constitution. By

travelling out of Myanmar,
attending the Asean summit,
meeting UN envoy Christine
Burgene and returning to his
citadel, Hlaing has scored a
diplomatic victory. Never
before has a coup leader been
treated with such respect and
circumspection. Had he been
in Europe, he would have
been arrested for alleged geno-
cide against the Rohingyas.

The widespread violence
has threatened the economy
and encouraged criminal
activity. In the 1950s, Burma’s
per capita income was higher
than Thailand’s and Malaysia’s
but today it is at the bottom of
the Asean GDP. People have
been fleeing from townships
like Mandalay, Bago and
Yangon into the interiors. A
new transnational criminal
activity hub — comprising
small arms, narcotics and
wildlife, coupled with an
underground financial sys-
tem reminiscent of the Golden
Triangle of yore — has come
up. It is a shame that a coun-
try which was the hot favourite
of foreign investment and
growth is suddenly moving in
reverse gear. It is estimated the
economy will shrink by 20 per
cent in 2021-22. The latest
UNDP report paints a grim

picture: That 12 million peo-
ple could fall into dire eco-
nomic strait as businesses
remain shuttered in a standoff
between the junta and the
CDM. The hardest hit will be
the poor urban populations
and the female heads of house-
holds will be the worst hit.

India has learnt to play ball
with more than one power cen-
tre in Myanmar. It has wel-
comed the Asean initiative and
will continue to play a construc-
tive role in resolving the current
situation through steadfast sup-
port of the democratic process.
The end of this political process
— when it is started, and a UN
Civil Protection Force is accept-
ed by the General —  will mark
a political milestone in conflict
resolution. Some Asean leaders
are privately suggesting keep-
ing Myanmar out of the group-
ing till the coup is undone. The
consensus brief is either the first
step towards reining in the
Generals or, more likely, letting
them buy time.

(The writer, a retired
Major General, was
Commander, IPKF South, Sri
Lanka, and founder member of
the Defence Planning Staff,
currently the Integrated
Defence Staff. The views
expressed are personal.)
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The most effective means
of foiling a coup is a
countercoup. In
Myanmar, that will not

happen as the military is rock solid
and led by an officer corps that
considers itself elite and the
guardian of Myanmar’s core values. 

As the coup in Myanmar
enters its fourth month with
multiple centres of resistance tak-
ing root, it will take more than
an Asean summit and its five-
point consensus agreement to
unlock the impasse. Senior Gen
Ming Aung Hlaing will not ride
into the sunset anytime soon.
Signs of a third front, after
Kachins in the north and Karens
in the east have battled central
forces, are developing at Meiktilla
in the central plains after rock-
et attacks struck the military base
there. Meanwhile, the protestors
have taken to flash marches that
will enable people to disappear
before confrontation with the
police. The Civil Disobedience
Movement (CDM) activists are
asking people to start non-coop-
eration campaign by stopping
payment of electricity, taxes and
repayment of loans.

In its 73-year history, the
Myanmar Army has never
fought foreigners but its own
people in internal wars. The
coup has marked the battle lines
between an Army led by the
Burman-dominated officer
corps and a range of opposition
forces — the CDM consisting of
youth aged 20 or below who
have tasted a decade of democ-
racy: the Committee represent-
ing National Parliament that
has morphed into a National
Unity Government. This organ-
ised resistance has the potential
to explode into a civil war when
some of the 20 Ethnic Armed
Organisations (EAOs) like Karen
or Kachin join the NUG to chal-
lenge the Tatmadaw, the prima-
ry centre of power. A call has
been made by a Karen, General
Baw Kyaw Heh, to all ethnic
groups to unite to fight the
Burmese military dictatorship.
This could be a game changer.

The General has to decide
whether to escalate the conflict
into a bloodier phase or seek a
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Sir — Karnataka’s fight against COVID-19
has faced many pitfalls right from the start,
with Chief Minister BS Yediyurappa failing
to rein in his warring Ministers during the
initial days. Then his inability, along with
that of the Ministers concerned to evolve a
strategy to counter the second wave,
explains the lack of strong political leader-
ship in this hour of crisis.  Authorities insist
that the deaths in Chamarajanagar were not
linked to non-availability of oxygen and that
the deceased had comorbidities. But the fact
remains that all the dead were on oxygen
support and it is unlikely that they all suc-
cumbed to ailments within 24 hours. 

The Government has repeatedly assured
that there is no scarcity of medical oxygen but
the ground reality is completely different.
Many deaths are being reported from across
the State due to oxygen shortage, and the hos-
pitals and common man face immense dif-
ficulty in procuring oxygen cylinders and
concentrators.  While Kerala exports surplus
oxygen to other States, it is baffling that
Karnataka lacks basic facilities like ICU beds,
COVID Care Centres, vital medicines or vac-
cines. The States like Karnataka are respon-
sible for the worsening of COVID-19 crisis
— the deaths have become mere numbers for
the insensitive politicians.  

N Sadhasiva Reddy | Bengaluru
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Sir — It’s quite unfortunate that violence
erupted in West Bengal in the aftermath of
the announcement of the Assembly election
results in which at least eight people have
died.  The BJP said that six of its workers
were among those killed and that the TMC
goons attacked and vandalised several of its
offices, including one in Nandigram.
Political animosity is the cause of this blood-
shed and it’s shameful, to say the least. Such
incidents are a blot on our democracy and
make us wonder whether we are living in
a civilised democratic society or a lawless
State ruled by barbarism.

That deadly weapons were used in the
clashes is a cause for concern.  The goon-
da raj should not be re-established since

many more innocent people could lose their
lives in the coming days.  At a time when
the pandemic has devastated the country,
political parties should set aside their differ-
ences and help the people win the war against
COVID-19. We must not fight among our-
selves but against the virus. Further, as
Mamata Banerjee has been given a fresh
mandate , she should take the State towards
development and shun violence.  All polit-
ical parties should join hands to mitigate the
sufferings of the people. 

Sravana Ramachandran | Chennai 
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Sir —  During the ongoing second wave of
the pandemic, the non-availability of COVID
drugs and oxygen is the main issue the coun-
try is facing. Mainly due to the hoarding of
drugs like Remdesivir, their prices have sky-
rocketed in the black market. Long queues

can be seen at the places selling these in
black. Black marketeers are charging exor-
bitant prices from hapless citizens. Though
there are contradictory opinions on the effi-
cacy of this drug, hospitals do prescribe it
due to its purported benefit on improving
mortality. 

It is inhuman and criminal if interme-
diaries exploit the patients at such critical
times. The Government should curb it by
promulgating an ordinance immediately, cat-
egorising hoarding of any medicine or oxy-
gen as culpable homicide amounting to mur-
der, and make the applicable punishment
valid for these offences. Considering the
gravity of the situation, the Supreme Court
may also consider passing suo moto orders.

M Raghuraman | Mumbai
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US President Joe Biden has announced
September 11 as the final cut-off date for
the complete withdrawal of the US troops

from war-torn Afghanistan. Earlier, he had
denounced his predecessor Donald Trump’s deci-
sion for a complete drawdown by May 1 as
“impractical.” As per the new blueprint the pull out
which began on May 1 must terminate by
September 11 this year. Significantly, September
11, 2022 will mark the completion of two decades
of invasion of Afghanistan codenamed ‘Operation
Enduring Freedom’ (when the twin objective of
overthrowing the ruling Taliban regime and dec-
imating Osama bin Laden’s Al Qaeda was partial-
ly achieved) and ‘Operation Freedom’s Sentinel’
thereafter, the longest-running war in American
history. At a time when the US and allies are leav-
ing, Afghanistan is in turmoil due to the internal
war for control over the country continuing
between the elected Government of President
Ashraf Gani and the insurgents led by the Taliban,
who already control more than 40 per cent of the
country. 

A Pakistan-brokered peace agreement between
the US and the Taliban reached in February 2020
succeeded only to the extent that the Taliban
stopped attacking the foreign troops. It failed to
achieve the main purpose of a negotiated settle-
ment and permanent ceasefire with the Afghan
Government. The Taliban had also agreed to ensure
that its soil would not be used as a launch pad for
the global jihadi terror groups, which also has been
violated many times. In fact, the violence has surged
in Afghanistan ever since the beginning of peace
talks, with the deaths of civilians and the securi-
ty forces recording an upward trend as deadly ter-
ror attacks increased. 

In a nutshell, Afghanistan continues to be in
a quagmire and the melting pot for global jihadi
terror. The question arises, what did the US achieve
even after spending over $2 trillion and losing 2,216
precious lives? Billions in “aid” are said to have gone
down the drain, with the bulk invested in the Dubai
property market. The cost to Afghan civilians has
been equally appalling, put at between 50,000 and
1,00,000 deaths over the last two decades. Many
analysts believe that the present regime in Kabul
is unlikely to hold on for long after the Americans
leave. It could hardly govern with American help
and is unlikely to succeed without the US. 

Come September, Afghanistan is likely to be
back with the Taliban, a scenario dreaded not only
by the Afghans, particularly the women, but India
as well. Afghanistan has once again lived up to its
reputation of “the graveyard of the Empires.” Yet
another power is leaving Afghanistan in ruins and
without ushering peace in the war-torn nation. This
is straightforward abandonment. Kabul faces a
threat not only from the Taliban but from the
Islamic State (IS) as well, which is reported to have
formed an affiliate IS in Khorasan province. 

The country has witnessed a sea change with
regards to infrastructure development under the
‘Reconstruction of Afghanistan’ programme, to
which India is a major contributor. Will it have any
value for the radical Islamists for whom the rule
of Sharia is ultimate, even if it means a return to
the Medieval Era? The Taliban have already
announced themselves as the winners. “We have
won the war, America has lost,” they say. That the

Taliban see themselves as a govern-
ment-in-waiting, speaks volumes of
their plans to overthrow the current
regime after the Americans leave.
They have already decided to
rename the country as the ‘Islamic
Emirate of Afghanistan.’ 

“This is jihad, it is worship. We
don’t do it for power but for Allah
and His law. To bring Sharia to this
country. Whoever stands against us
we will fight against them,” says Haji
Hekmat, Taliban’s shadow mayor in
Balkh District. The statement
reflects the mindset of the Taliban
leadership. However, some elements
feel that with the passing of time and
change of mindset among many
Muslim countries, a group of mod-
erates has also emerged among the
Taliban. How much they would be
able to influence the new
Government or how the new Islamic
Government will accommodate
them, only time will tell.

India has both, strategic and
internal security issues with the
American abandonment of
Afghanistan.  While India’s arch rival
in the region, Pakistan seems to be
in a win-win situation, India will
have to face many challenges.
Though, 

New Delhi has been included, at
Washington’s insistence, in the
United Nations’ supervised talks for
ensuring intra-Afghan peace, it is
not going to make much of a differ-
ence, as any positive outcome of the
talks is almost ruled out. As and
when the Taliban assume power,
Pakistan would emerge as a major

player.
While Pakistan will not like any

Indian influence in Afghanistan,
New Delhi can ill-afford to lose all
the goodwill and strategic leverage
it has gained through huge invest-
ments in its economic uplift.
Afghanistan is as strategically impor-
tant to India as it is to Pakistan.

The major threat that would
emerge to India, is the likelihood of
the situation as it prevailed in the
1990s and early 2000s in relation to
jihadi terror. A pliant Government
in Afghanistan will allow Pakistan
to continue to adhere to its policy
of using terror as an instrument of
State policy. To avoid international
pressure and the fear of watchdogs,
it is likely to shift the terror infra-
structure to the badlands of
Afghanistan. 

Jihadi terrorists who would
become surplus to the internal need
in Afghanistan may well be divert-
ed across the border by Pakistan, as
in the past. The security of the infra-
structure built by India, including
the alternate road route via the Sistan
Baluchistan of Iran and, the Indian
personnel deployed there, would be
another major concern.

To ensure that the gains made
by India are not buried along with
the anticipated change in regime
post-September, New Delhi needs to
formulate and put in place a robust
response based on a long- term strat-
egy. Without losing time the
Government must appoint a special
representative for Afghanistan rec-
onciliation with the mandate to

open communication channels and
negotiations with all stakeholders,
including the Taliban and the IS.
Putting boots on the ground has
been opposed by India till now and
hopefully New Delhi will stick to its
stance hereafter. A greater outreach
to strengthen the Afghan forces,
including training and equipping
them, must continue with increased
emphasis on capacity-building.

India would need to leverage its
good relations with Iran and Russia
to keep Pakistan and Turkey away
from harming our interests. The
emerging threat from radical
Islamists will have to be highlight-
ed to China, since it is very sensi-
tive to such threats in its Xinxiang
province. 

The goodwill of the Afghans
earned by India should also be
exploited by New Delhi to soften the
Taliban approach to us. The emerg-
ing situation in Afghanistan would
definitely test our political and
diplomatic mettle in the days to
come.

While the Afghans will have to
prepare themselves for a possible
civil war, the global community
must get ready for a renewed and
more vigorous threat from extrem-
ist Islam. The epicentre of the new
global ‘Great Game’ may be shifting
to the Indo-Pacific or the South
Caucasus, but Afghanistan will con-
tinue to be the epicentre of global
jihadi terror, rejuvenated and resur-
rected. The US may abandon
Afghanistan but it would not be able
to abandon its war on terror. 
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The World Health
Organisation (WHO) has
stipulated certain public

health and social measures to
contain the spread of the
Coronavirus after taking into
account the levels of COVID-
19 transmission. One of the
major measures stipulated is to
maintain social distancing and
avoid congregations. 

There is an obligation on
the State to adhere to the mea-
sures stipulated by the health
watchdog which has also played
a vital role in eradicating small
pox, polio and so on. As the
world, particularly India, wit-
nesses an unprecedented health
emergency, it is vital to adhere
to the COVID-protocols.
Historically, the second wave of
any pandemic has proven to be
more intensive and dangerous
than the first one and India is
learning this bitter truth the
hard way. 

The State has an obligation

to protect the health of the peo-
ple. In this context, the State has
to regulate all social and reli-
gious events which involve
congregations so as to prevent
the spread of the virus. Apart
from the State, every individual
has an obligation to regulate
his/her conduct and see to it
that their behaviour does not
result in any adverse impact on
society. We Indians have failed
in both these aspects. 

Permitting road shows and
massive rallies during the con-
duct of the Assembly elections
in various States, particularly
West Bengal and allowing the
conduct of the Kumbh Mela at
Haridwar in the middle of the
Coronavirus outbreak clearly
demonstrates the same.
Consequently on April 15,
Uttarakhand recorded its high-
est upsurge in COVID-19 cases.
The Centre was fully conscious
of the fact that such large con-
gregations would definitely

spread the virus, but failed to
prevent the same. The State
ought to have realised that the
“Right to Life” guaranteed
under the Indian Constitution
overrides the rights conferred
by the Constitution in relation
to a religious activity. 

Article 21 of the
Constitution mandates that no
person shall be deprived of life
or personal liberty except
according to procedure estab-
lished by law. The Supreme
Court has held that the “Right
to Life” guaranteed under
Article 21 includes within its
ambit the right to health and
medical care. Article 47 a direc-
tive principle of State policy
stresses on the improvement of
public health and so on.

The apex court had
expanded the concept of “Right
to Life.” It was held that it
derives its life breath from the
directive principles of State
policy. When the constitution-

al right to manage religious
affairs came up for discussion
before the drafting committee,
the Chairman had proposed to
make the said right, subject to
public order, morality and
health. It was accepted without
any debate. This proves the
vision of the founding fathers of
the Constitution. But we are
failing miserably to act in a
proper perspective to protect
the constitutional rights being
enjoyed by us. Lack of preven-

tive measures and the callous-
ness of the general citizens
reflect the same.  

The State cannot remain a
silent spectator when massive
congregations, either political or
religious, are being organised,
which will result in exacerbat-
ing the health emergency that
we are currently facing. In this
context it’s also relevant to
examine Article 26 of the
Constitution. It contemplates
that the freedom to manage
religious affairs is subject to
public order, morality and
health. Therefore, it is not an
absolute right. It is conditioned
by Article 21 of the Constitution
when it relates more particular-
ly in relation to the aspect of
public health. 

We failed in adhering to the
social distancing norms which
is a major cause for the spread
of the virus. Mahatma Gandhi
had said on the aspect of a per-
son’s duty towards society that

“the true source of right is duty.”
If we all discharge our duties,
rights will not be far to seek. If
we neglect our duties and run
after rights, they will elude us.

The Supreme Court, too, in
the Minerva Mills Vs Union of
India case, held that there may
be a rule which imposes an
obligation on an individual or
authority and yet it may not be
enforceable in a court of law
and, therefore, not give rise to
a corresponding right in anoth-
er person. But it would still be
a legal rule because it pre-
scribes a norm of conduct to be
followed by such an individual
or authority. 

The law may provide a
mechanism of enforcement. A
rule imposing an obligation or
duty would not cease to be a
rule of law because there is no
regular judicial or quasi judicial
machinery to enforce its com-
mand. Such a rule would exist
despite any problem relating to

its enforcement. Otherwise the
conventions of the Constitution
and even rules of internation-
al law would no longer be
liable to be regarded as rules of
law.  

This shows that an individ-
ual plays a vital role in a State
and its welfare. Fundamental
duties were introduced in part
IV A by the 42nd amendment
and were based on the recom-
mendations of the Swaran
Singh Committee. 

The Supreme Court in the
Javed Vs State of Haryana case,
held that fundamental rights are
not to be read in isolation. They
have to be read along with
directive principles of State
policy and fundamental duties
enshrined in Article 51A. The
top court also asserted that
under Article 47, the State shall
regard the improvement of
public health as among its pri-
mary duties. Here, it seems to
have failed us. 
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China’s UN ambassador on
Monday urged stronger

diplomatic efforts to resolve the
confrontation in Myanmar
since the Feb. 1 military coup,
warning that further violence
could lead to a chaotic situation
“and even a civil war”.

Zhang Jun also warned
that “any wrong handling”
might lead to further tension in
Myanmar.

The UN Security Council
on Friday strongly backed calls
by Southeast Asian nations for
an immediate cessation of vio-
lence and talks as a first step
toward a solution following the
military coup in Myanmar that
ousted civilian leader Aung
San Suu Kyi and her party and
reversed years of slow progress
toward democracy.

The council again
demanded the restoration of
democracy and the release of

all detainees including Suu Kyi
and condemned the use of
violence against peaceful pro-
testers and the deaths of hun-
dreds of civilians.

Zhang, who described
Myanmar as “a friendly neigh-
bour”, strongly backed diplo-
matic efforts by the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations
known as ASEAN and by UN
special envoy for Myanmar
Christine Schraner Burgener,
and expressed hope they would
produce results. He said “China
is not in favor of imposing
sanctions.”

“We should really be cre-
ating a more favourable envi-
ronment for bringing the coun-
try back to normal and finding
a political solution through
dialogues among the relevant
political parties within the con-
stitutional and legal frame-
work,” he said.

Myanmar for five decades
had languished under strict

military rule that led to inter-
national isolation and sanc-
tions. As the generals loosened
their grip, culminating in Suu

Kyi’s rise to leadership in 2015
elections, the international
community responded by lift-
ing most sanctions and pour-

ing investment into the coun-
try. 

The coup took place fol-
lowing November elections,

which Suu Kyi’s party won
overwhelmingly and the mili-
tary contends was marred by
fraud.

“It’s mainly an issue relat-
ing to the difference on the
election,” Zhang said. “The
political parties should be able
to find a solution on that. So
that’s why China prefers ...
More diplomatic efforts.”

“That’s why China is work-
ing very closely with the rele-
vant parties urging them real-
ly to refrain from going
extreme, avoiding violence,
avoiding casualties, and try to
find a solution with dialogue.
That’s why the council is also
now giving full support to the
diplomatic efforts of ASEAN,”
he said.

Zhang was asked whether
China was concerned that
Myanmar could descend into
civil war, given that its military
is fighting the Kachin and
Karen ethnic minorities, which

maintain their own armed
forces, while also confronting
pro-democracy protesters —
amid reports that civilians,
mainly students, are now
receiving training in the use of
weapons in ethnic areas.

“We do have similar con-
cerns,” Zhang said. “We do
believe that with diplomatic
efforts we can avoid the further
escalation of the tension.”

“With further escalation of
the tension, there will be more
confrontation, and with more
confrontation there will be
more violence, and with more
violence there will be more
casualties, and then we may go
further down the wrong direc-
tion,” he warned. “It may also
mean a chaotic situation in
Myanmar and even a civil war.”

Zhang said China is also
very concerned about the
humanitarian impact of the cri-
sis, citing UN envoy Schraner
Burgener who pointed to more

poor people losing jobs, civil
servants refusing to work to
protest the junta, and a brew-
ing crisis of families in and
around the main city Yangon
“pushed to the edge” for food,
going into debt and trying to
survive.

In her briefing to the coun-
cil Friday, obtained by The
Associated Press, she also cited
a World Food Programme
report that the combination of
existing poverty, the COVID-
19 pandemic and the political
crisis have led to a sharp rise in
“hunger and desperation,” and
that within six months up to 3.4
million more people will suffer
from hunger, particularly those
in urban areas.

In again urging a diplo-
matic solution, Zhang warned
that with further deteriora-
tion “definitely a humanitarian
disaster or crisis will be
inevitable so we do need to try
our best to avoid that.”
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Aflurry of diplomatic contacts
and reports of major progress

suggest that indirect talks between
the US and Iran may be nearing
an agreement. That’s despite
efforts by US officials to play
down chances of an imminent
deal that would bring Washington
and Tehran back into compliance
with the 2015 nuclear deal.

With the negotiations in
Vienna on hiatus, the US and
Britain on Monday denied
Iranian reports that any agree-
ment was at hand with Iran for
a swap of American and British
prisoners. Such an exchange
could be a confidence-building
measure to revive the nuclear
deal.

A US return to the deal
would be the biggest and most
controversial foreign policy ini-
tiative in the early months of Joe

Biden’s presidency. It would
revive a deal that top Biden aides
put together during their years
in the Obama administration,
only to see President Donald
Trump pull out and try to pre-
vent the US from ever return-
ing. Rejoining it — and making
the concessions required to do
so — would enrage Republicans
and likely unsettle Israel and
Gulf Arab allies.

Even as Secretary of State
Antony Blinken and British
Foreign Secretary Dominic
Raab rejected the prisoner
swap reports at a news confer-
ence Monday in London,
senior American diplomats
were in the Middle East meet-
ing Gulf Arab leaders. And two
of the nuclear deal’s biggest
proponents in Congress —
Democratic Sens. Chris Coons
and Chris Murphy — were
touring the region. 

Those discussions follow a
week of top-level meetings in
Washington between Biden;
his national security adviser,
Jake Sullivan; Blinken; his
deputy, Wendy Sherman; spe-
cial Iran envoy Rob Malley; and
others with the head of Israel’s
spy agency and Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s
top national security aide.

The Israelis are adamantly
opposed to any US rapproche-
ment with Iran, which they
regard as an existential threat
to the Jewish state. At least
three separate meetings were
held with the Israelis last week,
including one Friday with
Mossad chief Yossi Cohen at
which Biden made an appear-
ance. White House press sec-
retary Jen Psaki said Cohen was
briefed on the Vienna discus-
sions “and the progress being
made there.”
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China on Tuesday asked the
Philippines to stop the

“megaphone diplomacy” over
its claims on a reef in the dis-
puted South China Sea and said
its officials should have “basic
manners” and stop insulting
remarks after Manila’s top
diplomat termed Beijing an
“ugly oaf ”.

Reports from Manila on
Tuesday said the Philippines
foreign secretary Teodoro
Locsin Jr has apologised for
using an obscene phrase,
demanding China to get out of
the Whitsun Reef 
which Beijing claims as its
own.

The Philippines news por-
tal GMA News reported that
Locsin Jr has apologised to the
Chinese government for spew-
ing profanity in a tweet blast-
ing the presence of Chinese
ships in the West Philippine

Sea.
In a separate tweet Locsin

Jr, while referring to the news
of his apology said, “To my
friend (Chinese Foreign
Minister) Wang Yi only.
Nobody else”.

Locsin’s outburst came
after Manila urged Beijing to
recall hundreds of Chinese
vessels lingering near Whitsun
Reef, part of the South China
Sea claimed by both the coun-
tries.

The Department of
Foreign Affairs in Manila said
in a statement on Monday that
“China has no law enforcement
rights in these areas...The unau-
thorised and lingering presence
of these vessels is a blatant
infringement of Philippine sov-
ereignty”.

China claims most of the
South China Sea. The
Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia,
Brunei and Taiwan have coun-
terclaims.

In a strict rejoinder to
Locsin Jr, Chinese Foreign
Ministry spokesman Wang
Wenbin in a statement here
said facts have proven time and
time again that “megaphone
diplomacy” can only under-
mine mutual trust rather than
change reality.

“We hope that certain indi-
viduals from the Philippine
side will mind basic manners
and act in ways that suit his sta-
tus,” Wang said.

He made the remarks in
response to a query about a
statement issued by the
Philippine Department of
Foreign Affairs on Monday,
which protested against
Chinese Coast Guard vessels’
patrols in waters off the
Huangyan Island, the Chinese
name for Scarborough Shoal.

Wang said the Huangyan
Island is China’s territory and
its adjacent waters are under
China’s jurisdiction.
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China’s US ambassador
expressed hope on Monday

that President Joe Biden’s pol-
icy toward North Korea will
give more importance to diplo-
macy and dialogue instead of
“extreme pressure” to try to
stop Pyongyang’s nuclear pro-
gram and denuclearize the
Korean Peninsula.

Zhang Jun said China also
hopes the review of US policy
will give equal emphasis to
both the nuclear issue 
and the peace and security
issue.

“Without tackling the secu-
rity and the peace issue prop-
erly, definitely we do not have
the right environment for our
efforts for the denucleariza-
tion,” he said.

The White House said last
Friday that Biden plans to veer
from the approaches of his two
most recent predecessors as he
tries to stop North Korea’s

nuclear program, rejecting both
Donald Trump’s deeply per-
sonal effort to win over leader
Kim Jong Un and Barack
Obama’s more hands-off
approach.

Press secretary Jen Psaki
announced administration
officials had completed the
review of US policy toward
North Korea but did not detail
its findings.

The Biden administration
appeared to signal it is trying
to set the stage for incremen-
tal progress, in which denu-
clearization steps by the North
would be met with corre-
sponding actions, including
sanctions relief, from the
United States.

There was no mention of
US security guarantees for
North Korea or a formal end to
the Korean War, both of which
had been demanded by the
North and considered by the
Trump team as part of a larg-
er package.
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President Joe Biden formal-
ly raised the nation’s cap on

refugee admissions to 62,500
this year, weeks after facing
bipartisan blowback for his
delay in replacing the record-
low ceiling set by former
President Donald Trump.

Refugee resettlement agen-
cies have waited for Biden to
quadruple the number of
refugees allowed into the
United States this year since
Feb. 12, when a presidential
proposal was submitted to
Congress saying he planned to
do so. 

But the presidential deter-
mination went unsigned until
Monday. Biden said he first
needed to expand the narrow
eligibility criteria put in place
by Trump that had kept out
most refugees. He did that last
month in an emergency deter-
mination. But it also stated that
Trump’s cap of up to 15,000
refugees this year “remains

justified by humanitarian con-
cerns and is otherwise in the
national interest,” indicating
Biden intended to keep it.

That brought sharp push-
back for not at least taking the
symbolic step of authorizing
more refugees to enter the U.S.
this year. The second-ranking
Senate Democrat, Dick Durbin
of Illinois, called that initial
limit “unacceptable” and with-
in hours the White House
made a quick course correc-
tion. The administration vowed
to increase the historically low
cap by May 15 — but the
White House said it probably
would not hit the 62,500 Biden
had previously outlined.

Colombo: The Sri Lankan
Parliament on Tuesday post-
poned a debate on the contro-
versial Colombo Port City
Economic Commission Bill
which was scheduled for dis-
cussion on Wednesday.

All party leaders in the
House agreed that the debate
should be rescheduled as the
Supreme Court’s determination
on the constitutionality of the
bill had not yet reached
Parliament, officials said.

The USD 1.4-billion
Colombo Port City project,
expected to play a key role in
China’s ambitious ‘Maritime
Silk Road’ project in India’s
backyard, is said to be the sin-
gle largest private sector devel-
opment in the island.

China has built the port
city on reclaimed sea, adjoin-
ing the Port of Colombo.

The Colombo Port City
Economic Commission Bill
aims to provide for a special
economic zone to establish a
commission to grant registra-
tions, licenses, authorisations
and other approvals to operate
business in such economic
zones.

As per the schedule on
Wednesday, the Supreme
Court’s determination of the
bill was to be read in
Parliament by Speaker
Mahinda Yapa Abeywardena
before the House was opened
to debate on it. However, the
determination has not yet
reached Parliament.

The apex court had con-
cluded the examination of the
bill on April 23. The Supreme
Court has heard 18 petitions
filed against the bill by the
Opposition parties and civil
groups. PTI
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Air travel in the US hit its
highest mark since Covid-

19 took hold more than 13
months ago, while European
Union officials are proposing to
ease restrictions on visitors to
the continent as the vaccine
sends new cases and deaths
tumbling in more affluent
countries.

The improving picture in
many places contrasts with the
worsening disaster in India.

In the U.S., the average
number of new cases per day
fell below 50,000 for the first
time since October. And near-
ly 1.67 million people were
screened at U.S. airport check-
points on Sunday, according to
the Transportation Security
Administration, the highest
number since mid-March of
last year.

Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis
signed legislation giving him
sweeping powers to invalidate
local emergency measures put
in place during the outbreak.
While the law doesn’t go into
effect until July, the Republican
governor said he will issue an
executive order to more quick-
ly get rid of local mask man-
dates.

“I think this creates a struc-

ture that’s going to be a little bit
more respectful, I think, of peo-
ple’s businesses, jobs, schools
and personal freedom,” he said.

Las Vegas is bustling again
after casino capacity limits
were raised Saturday to 80%
and person-to-person distanc-
ing was dropped to 3 feet (0.9
meters). New York Gov.
Andrew Cuomo announced
that New York City’s subways
will begin running all night
again and capacity restrictions
on most businesses will end
statewide in mid-May. And
Los Angeles County reported
no coronavirus deaths on
Sunday and Monday, some of
which may be attributable to a
lag in reporting but was nev-
ertheless a hopeful sign that
could move the county to allow
an increase in capacity at events
and venues, and indoor-service
at bars.

Mexico City: An elevated sec-
tion of the Mexico City metro
collapsed and sent a subway car
plunging toward a busy boule-
vard late Monday, killing at least
23 people and injuring about
70, city officials said. Rescuers
initially searched a car left dan-
gling from the overpass for any-
one who might be trapped.

Those efforts were sus-
pended early Tuesday, however,
because of safety concerns for
those working near the precar-
iously dangling car. A crane was
brought in to help shore it up.

“We don’t know if they are
alive,” Mayor Claudia
Sheinbaum said of the people
possibly trapped inside the car
following one of the deadliest
accidents for the city’s subway
system, which is among the
busiest in the world.

Earlier Sheinbaum said
someone had been pulled alive
from a car that was trapped on
the road below. She said 49 of
the injured were hospitalised,
and that seven were in serious
condition and undergoing
surgery. AP
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The Centre on Tuesday said
28 States and Union terri-

tories have started lifting addi-
tional foodgrains meant for free
distribution to 80 crore bene-
ficiaries for two months under
the Pradhan Mantri Garib
Kalyan Ann Yojana
(PMGKAY).

PMGKAY has been rein-
troduced for two months -
May and June - to ameliorate
the hardships faced by the
poor and needy due to various
disruptions caused by the
resurgence of COVID-19 in the
country, it said.

Under the PMGKAY, addi-
tional foodgrains are provided
free of cost via ration shops to
80 crore beneficiaries registered
under the National Food
Security Act (NFSA). 

In a statement, the Food
Ministry said that the state-run
Food Corporation of India
(FCI) has already positioned
sufficient foodgrains in all
states and UTs for the success-
ful implementation of the
scheme. “Till May 3, about 28
States/ UTs have started lifting
from FCI depots and 5.88 lakh
tonne of foodgrains have been
supplied for further distribu-
tion to beneficiaries,” the min-
istry said. Lakshadweep has
completely lifted its May-June
allocation, while Andhra
Pradesh and Telangana have
already lifted 100 per cent of
their May month allocation, it

said.The rest of the states/UTs
(Punjab, Chandigarh, Goa, MP,
Manipur, Nagaland, Odisha
and Puducherry) have also
been sensitised to immediate-
ly start the lifting foodgrains
under the PMGKAY and the
same is likely to be accelerated
in the coming days, it added. 

Further, the ministry said
the states have also been
advised to encourage migrant
NFSA beneficiaries for using
the facility of portability under
the ‘One Nation One Ration
Card’ plan.

The cost of free foodgrains
distribution under the scheme
is entirely being borne by the
central government. The addi-
tional grains given for free
under PMGKAY to NFSA ben-
eficiaries is over and above the
existing monthly entitlement of
5 kg grains per person. 
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The Serum Institute of India
will invest 240 million

pounds in the UK to expand its
vaccine business and set up a
new sales office creating a
large number of jobs, Downing
Street announced as part of
plans for a 1-billion pound
India-UK Enhanced Trade
Partnership creating around
6,500 jobs in Britain.

The announcement came
ahead of a virtual summit
between Prime Ministers Boris
Johnson and Narendra Modi
on Tuesday.

The Pune-based vaccine
manufacturer headed by CEO
Adar Poonawalla is among a
list of nearly 20 Indian com-
panies across sectors such as
healthcare, biotech and soft-
ware services to announce sig-
nificant investment plans in the

UK this week. It was also
revealed that the Serum
Institute of India (SII) has
started phase one trials in the
UK of a nasal vaccine against
coronavirus.

“The sales office is expect-
ed to generate new business
worth over USD 1 billion, 200
million pounds of which will be
invested into the UK,”
Downing Street said in refer-
ence to the company’s plans for
the UK market on Monday.

“Serum’s investment will
support clinical trials, research
& development and possibly
manufacturing of vaccines.
This will help the UK and the
world to defeat the coron-
avirus pandemic and other
deadly diseases. Serum has
already started phase one trials
in the UK of a one-dose nasal
vaccine for coronavirus, in
partnership with Codagenix

INC,” it said.
Poonawalla, who is cur-

rently in London and had
recently hinted at 

plans to expand vaccine
production outside India,
described his meetings in the
UK as “excellent”.

“We shall work even hard-
er and strengthen India’s fight
against COVID-19,” he said on
Twitter.

In the field of healthcare,
another Indian investment
highlight includes 59 million
pounds by biotech firm Global
Gene Corp over the next five
years.  It will create 110 high-
ly skilled jobs in the UK, most-
ly based in the R&D centre at
Wellcome Genome Campus
in Cambridge, which is the site
of the Human Genome Project.

“I’m very pleased that
Global Gene Corp has decid-
ed to join the legions of Indian

companies investing in the
UK, boosting our healthcare
sector and driving economic
growth,” Prime Minister
Johnson said in a statement.

Sumit Jamuar, Chairman &
CEO of Global Gene Corp, said
the ambition with the invest-
ment is to make an “exponen-
tial leap” into the healthcare of
the future through genomics –

from discovering the next gen-
eration of drugs to precision
medicine – a task “even more
critical” in the context of the
COVID-19 pandemic. 

“The UK is at the forefront
of the genomics revolution
with her Genome UK strategy.
We are delighted to be invest-
ing in cutting-edge capabilities
at the intersection of genomics

and machine learning to
achieve our vision,” he said.

“In line with Prime
Minister Modi’s vision of
Ayushmaan Bharat and
National Healthcare Mission,
we truly believe that the
genomic revolution will have
an impact on the lives of bil-
lions. Global Gene Corp will
make this revolution a reality,”
added Invest India CEO
Deepak Bagla.

Other Indian investments
announced on Monday include
Q-Rich Creations at 54 million
pounds, creating 667 UK jobs;
Wipro at 16 million pounds,
creating 500 jobs; I2 Agro at 30
million pounds, creating 465
jobs; Mastek creating 357 jobs;
and Sterlite Technologies at 15
million pounds, creating 150
jobs.

Some of the others on the
list of Indian investments

include SNVA Ventures at 10
million pounds, creating 200
jobs; Skillmine at 11 million
pounds, creating 100 jobs;
CtrlS Data Centers at 10 mil-
lion pounds, creating 100 jobs;
Que Processing Services at 10
million pounds, creating 100
jobs; Cron Systems at 20 mil-
lion pounds, creating 100 jobs;
TVS Motors-Norton creating
89 jobs; Prime Focus
Technologies creating 70 jobs;
Route Mobile at 20 million
pounds; and Goila Butter 

Chicken at 3 million
pounds.Downing Street said
the announcement of over
6,500 additional jobs in Britain
and 1 billion pounds of new
trade with India is based on
company commitments and
estimates from UK-India
exports and investments fol-
lowing extensive engagement
from the Department for

International Trade officials.
An Enhanced Trade

Partnership between India and
the UK, which will 

be signed off during the
prime ministerial summit, also
covers around 20 export deals
clinched by British companies. 

These include Morningside
Pharmaceuticals researching,
developing and licencing new
pharma products; Polymateria’s
biotransformation technology,
which enables plastics to
become fully bio-degradable, in
a deal worth 75 million pounds
in UK exports over the next
five years; CMR surgical in a
deal worth 200 million pounds
creating 100 new UK jobs;
Kloudpad with critical hard-
ware and software bespoke 

data centres, deal worth 15
million pounds; and Vidrona
drone surveying equipment
and AI technology.
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Market benchmark Sensex
surrendered early gains to

finish in the red for the third
consecutive session on Tuesday
following brisk selling in fron-
tine stocks. 

The grim Covid-19 situa-
tion and continued selling by
foreign funds has sapped risk
appetite, traders said. 

After a gap-up opening, the
30-share BSE index succumbed
to profit-taking in afternoon
trade to finish at 48,253.51,
down 465.01 points or 0.95 per
cent. 

On similar lines, the broad-
er NSE Nifty slumped 137.65
points or 0.94 per cent to close
at 14,496.50.

Dr Reddy’s was the top
loser among the Sensex con-
stituents, retreating 2.26 per
cent, followed by Reliance
Industries, Sun Pharma, HDFC

twins, Infosys, M&M and
Bharti Airtel.

On the other hand,
ONGC, Bajaj Finance, TCS,
SBI, Kotak Bank and Nestle
India were among the gainers,
climbing up to 1.86 per cent. 

“Indices lost a percentage
on Tuesday as the street pun-
ished earnings disappointment
in several high-quality mid-
caps. Afternoon trade wit-
nessed profit-taking in metals
and pharma names as the street
exhibited nervousness on
regional lockdowns which
accentuated the weakness.  

“In the broader market,
paper stocks were sought after
today on hardening pulp prices
while coffee producers saw
investor appetite,” said S
Ranganathan, Head of
Research at LKP Securities. 

Binod Modi, Head Strategy
at Reliance Securities, said the
mounting uncertainty led by

rise in second wave of COVID-
19 cases weighed on investor
sentiment. 

While a persistent increase
in daily caseload in several
states is still a matter of con-
cern, visible modest decline in
new cases in many parts like
Maharashtra and Delhi offers
comfort, he added. 

The total tally of coron-
avirus cases in the country
mounted to 2,02,82,833 with
3,57,229 new infections being
reported in a day, while the
death toll increased to 2,22,408
with 3,449 new fatalities,
according to the Union Health
Ministry data updated on
Tuesday. 

Sectorally, BSE health-
care, energy, telecom, con-
sumer durables, auto and basic
materials indices lost as much
as 1.50 per cent, while oil and
gas, utilities and capital goods
ended with gains.
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Coal India Ltd (CIL) on
Tuesday said its operations

slowed down on account of
more than 5,400 of the com-
pany’s employees and their
wards across subsidiaries test-
ing positive for coronavirus.

However, offtake rose to
54.1 Million Tonnes (MTs) last
month, the company said in a
statement.

“Offtake could have been
even higher but the pandemic
spread afflicted over 5,400
company’s employees and their
wards across subsidiaries,
including contractual work-
ers, slowing down the opera-
tions. Most of them are
involved in the frontline output
and offtake operations,” CIL
said.

Out of the total coal off-
take of 54.1 MT, the power sec-
tor lifted 42.4 MT or 78.4 per
cent of the dry fuel. Non-
power sector accounted for
the remaining 11.7 MT.

“Despite the setback, coal
supplies logged a 3.3 per cent
growth compared to a COVID
free April of FY’20 while the

growth was even higher at 6.1
per cent against April FY’19
when CIL chalked up its high-
est ever coal off-take of 607
MT,” the company said.

Drawing growth compari-
son with April last year would
be anomalous because of the
near total lockdown then.
Nevertheless, a 15 MT offtake
increase, in a month, is a good
sign signalling demand revival
for coal. For the record, the
year-on-year growth for April
this year was 38.4 per cent, the
statement said.

“The key issue is demand
has to sustain. If it holds, it
bodes well for us in bringing
down coal inventory further
and increase supplies,” the
company said.Meeting any
demand spurt from the power
sector would not be a problem
but transport logistics taking a
toll due to the second surge of
COVID-19 is a matter of con-
cern, it added.CIL reduced its
coal inventory by 12.2 MT in
April to 87.2 MT. The compa-
ny began FY’22 with a record
stockpile of 99.3 MT largely
due to COVID-prompted tepid
demand for the dry fuel.
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Adani Ports and Special
Economic Zone Limited

(APSEZ) on Tuesday reported
a 288 per cent jump in consol-
idated net profit to Rs 1,321
crore for the fourth quarter
ended March 31, 2021. 

The country’s largest inte-
grated logistics player had
clocked a consolidated net
profit of Rs 340.21 crore in the
corresponding period of the
previous fiscal, it said in a BSE
filing.

Consolidated total income
increased to Rs 4,072.42 crore
for the fourth quarter as against
Rs 3,360.17 crore in the year-
ago period. Total expenses
declined to Rs 2,526.91 crore
against Rs 3,099.18 crore.
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British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson on Tuesday

declared a new era in UK-India
relations following a virtual
summit with Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, which culmi-
nated in the two leaders agree-
ing on a ‘2030 Roadmap’ as a
framework for strengthening
ties across health, climate,
trade, education, science and
technology, and defence.

Downing Street said the
two Prime Ministers have
pledged to achieve a “quantum
leap” in the UK-India rela-
tionship and that India has ele-
vated the status of its relation-
ship with the UK to a
“Comprehensive Strategic
Partnership” - the first
European country to be grant-
ed that status.

An Enhanced Trade
Partnership, which had been
announced earlier, was reiter-
ated as a starting point to
negotiate a Free Trade
Agreement (FTA) in future,
with an ambition for bilateral
trade to be doubled over the
next decade.

“The agreements we have

made today mark the begin-
ning of a new era in the UK-
India relationship,” Johnson
said.

“The UK and India share
many fundamental values. The
UK is one of the oldest democ-
racies, and India is the world’s
largest. We are both committed
members of the
Commonwealth. And there is
a living bridge uniting the peo-
ple of our countries,” he said.

“In the last week the British
people have stepped up in their
thousands to support our
Indian friends during this ter-
rible time in a demonstration of
the deep connection between
the UK and India. This con-
nection will only grow over the
next decade as we do more
together to tackle the world’s
biggest problems and make life
better for our people,” Johnson
added. The ‘2030 Roadmap’, to
be published in full by the
Foreign, Commonwealth and
Development Office (FCDO)
and agreed between the two
sides, includes plans to expand
the UK-India health partner-
ship to enhance global health
security and pandemic
resilience. 
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App-based door-to-door
fuel delivery service

provider, ‘The Fuel Delivery’ on
Tuesday announced the launch
of its Mumbai operations.

With this service launch,
the start-up aims to cater to
sectors like real estate (both
under construction and occu-
pied projects), hospitals, cor-
porate office parks, schools
and institutions, banks, shop-
ping malls, warehouses, and the
agricultural sector.

Given the Covid-19 pan-
demic running through the
second wave, it will be a win-
win offer for the consumers as
they can maintain social dis-
tancing norms through con-
tact-less delivery by avoiding
long queues at fuel filling sta-
tions. The company also
recently announced the signing
of an ‘All India Business
Agreement’ with state-owned
oil major, Indian Oil
Corporation Limited
(IOCL).The service level agree-
ment allows The Fuel Delivery
to offer doorstep delivery of
diesel anywhere in India.

Mumbai:Recovery in domestic
and international travel has
been delayed by three and six
months, respectively, due to
Covid resurgence, said India
Ratings and Research (Ind-
Ra). The first two months of
2021 witnessed a solid
improvement in air travel, after
a steep decline in EBITDAR
losses in 3QFY21 as airline
operations normalised, it said.

However, late March and
April have seen a sharp rise in
active Covid cases all across
India which has significantly
impacted air travel and dented
confidence in aviation recovery.

Besides, 2021 has brought
three new challenges such as
higher fuel expenses as crude
prices recover amid a soaring
global demand, rising compe-
tition intensity amid the pos-
sible re-start of operations by
Jet Airways, and likely pressure
on airline yields as the scram-
ble for market share realign-
ment to pre-Covid period
begins. IANS
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The Steel Authority of India,
one of the largest domestic

steel producers, has been
enhancing its capabilities to
supply Liquid Medical Oxygen
(LMO) in the country.

The daily delivery of LMO
from SAIL’s integrated steel
plants situated at Bhilai
(Chhattisgarh), Rourkela
(Odisha), Bokaro (Jharkhand),
and Durgapur and Burnpur
(West Bengal) has been
increased from a level of about
500 metric tonnes (MT) in the
2nd week of April to more than
1,100 MT per day currently.

The company has so far
supplied around 50,000 MT of
LMO. In April, SAIL has deliv-
ered more than 17500 MT
LMO to 15 states across the
country including the states in
which the plants are located.

Till date, 14 Oxygen

Express trains carrying more
than 950 MT LMO have been
loaded for various parts of the
county from SAIL plants at
Bokaro, Rourkela and
Durgapur. SAIL plants have
also received tankers, which
have been airlifted and after
loading, have moved to their
destinations by road and rail.
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Petrol price on Tuesday was
increased by 15 paise per

litre and diesel by 18 paise as
state-owned fuel retailers start-
ed passing on the increase in
international oil prices to con-
sumers after an 18-day hiatus.

Petrol now costs � 90.55
per litre in Delhi, up from
�90.40, according to a price
notification of State-owned
fuel retailers.

A litre of diesel comes for
�80.91, as against �80.73 pre-
viously.

Rates have been increased
across the country and vary
from state to State depending
on the local incidence of taxa-
tion (VAT).

Oil companies, who have
in recent months resorted to
unexplained freeze in rate revi-
sion, had hit a pause button
after cutting prices marginally
on April 15. This coincided
with electioneering hitting peak
to elect new governments in
five states including West

Bengal.
No sooner had voting

ended, oil companies indicat-
ed an impending increase in
retail prices in view of firming
trends in international oil mar-
kets.

Despite the concerns
about rising COVID-19 cases
in India denting demand,
crude oil prices in the inter-
national market have risen
primarily on account of strong
US demand recovery and a
weak dollar.

Prices have been on a con-
tinuous uptrend since April 27,
an industry official said adding
Dubai crude oil price has risen
by USD 2.91 per barrel.

It is expected that the
crude oil prices in the interna-
tional market will remain firm
in the near future, exerting
upward pressure, he said.

State-owned fuel retailers -
- Indian Oil Corporation Ltd
(IOC), Bharat Petroleum
Corporation Ltd (BPCL) and
Hindustan Petroleum
Corporation Ltd (HPCL) -- are

supposed to revise rates daily
based on input cost.

The April 15 cut of 16 paise
a litre on petrol and 14 paise on
diesel was the fourth reduction
since March 24. In four reduc-
tions since March 24, petrol
price was cut by 67 paise and
diesel by 74 paise.

This reduction was com-
pared to a Rs 21.58 per litre
increase in price of petrol since
the government raised excise
duty in March last year. Diesel
prices had increased by Rs
19.18 a litre.

Central and state taxes
make up for 60 per cent of the
retail selling price of petrol and
over 54 per cent of diesel. 

The union government
levies Rs 32.90 per litre of
excise duty on petrol and Rs
31.80 on diesel.

In Mumbai, the petrol
price was hiked to Rs 96.95 a
litre on Tuesday from Rs 99.83,
while diesel rates were
increased to Rs 87.98 from Rs
87.81, the price notification
showed. 
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Mumbai:Rising for the second
day in a row, the rupee closed
10 paise higher at 73.85 against
the US currency on Tuesday on
dollar selling by traders.

A stronger dollar in the
global markets, losses in the
domestic equities and high
crude oil prices, however,
restricted the gain in the local
unit. “The Indian Rupee appre-
ciated for the 2nd successive
session against the US Dollar
this Tuesday as traders
trimmed their dollar long posi-
tions,” said Sriram Iyer, Senior
Research Analyst at Reliance
Securities. PTI
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In the present times, the unemploy-
ment rate in India is quite high

despite the availability of resources and
opportunities. The pandemic’s occur-
rence last year deteriorated the already
unbalanced hiring scenario as many
professionals lost their jobs while the
others were constantly striving to
deliver more than their capabilities so
as to reduce the chances of their fir-
ing. However, what is often not
noticed is that from the organisation-
al perspective, the major reason for

taking such a huge step of asking the
performing employees to move on is
that they do not possess the required
skill set or traits to cope up with sud-
den events and the changing times.

This is where upskilling has
stepped in and has become a blessing
in disguise for the candidates who are
worthy enough to stay but might have
to bear the brunt of being fired owing
to the gap in their skill set. Intellipaat,
one of the leading online profession-
al training courses and certification
platforms, highlights the concept of
upskilling being the need of the hour

and its relevance in the pandemic
times via its report.

The firm via its survey also sug-
gests that technological advancements
and the awareness levels amongst the
professionals have further given the
required push to the concept of
upskilling in post-pandemic times.
Hence companies are investing their
time, efforts, and finances all the more
to train their employees with new skills
and the employees prefer to gather
new skills to improve their produc-
tivity. The survey was conducted dur-
ing April 2020 to April 2021.
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ADelhi-based human resource
professional has taken the onus

to help migrant standalone students
seeking to pay for quarantine facili-
ties in the country’s capital.

Manish Mishra, a 33-year-old
who runs a small human resources
management firm has committed to
transfer �2,000 to help each of such
students overcome the tough times
in this corona crisis starting from
May 1 to May 11. All students
requiring this exigency financial can
send information like Aadhar Card,

Covid report, doctor prescription
etc & short note of crisis to bharat-
manishmishra@gmail.com. Till date
more than 510 students have
received this help on details sent.

Understanding the pain and
plight of the migrant cash-starved
students, who may have to shift to
quarantine facilities in this pan-
demic, Manish Mishra, said: “I am
not a large corporate house. Even if
1000 people in a population of 1.30
billion gather courage and motiva-
tion to undertake small philan-
thropic activity, India will come out
of this crisis faster”.

One  functional area that is
sought after by several MBA
students is Financial

Management. In the recent past tech-
nology has made sweeping changes in
all aspects related to managing money
and financial management. Here are
a few emerging trends in Financial
Management, which can’t be ignored
— and B School must focus and
impart knowledge in these areas in
order to create an efficient workforce
which is future ready.

Fintech: Today the influence of
digital technologies on finance is
palpable and digital banks, wallets,
blockchain tech, and more are becom-
ing a reality. Digital finance is the term
used to describe the impact of new
technologies on the financial services
industry. It includes a variety of prod-
ucts, applications, processes and busi-
ness models that have transformed the
traditional way of providing banking
and financial services. To remain rel-
evant in the future understanding all
aspects of fintech and knowing how
it is altering the landscape of financial
services can help in creating an effi-
cient workforce.

Financial Analytics: Financial
analytics helps in shaping up business

goals. Any organisation can improve
the decision-making strategies of
business by getting deeper insight
about the financial status of its busi-
ness and improve the profitability, cash
flow and value of its business. Data
Science and Financial analytics is
being used in many financial institu-
tions including insurance compa-
nies, banks to understand the con-
sumer to reduce losses by eliminating
below zero customers, to increase
cross-sale and to measure the lifetime
value of a customer. Financial analytics
is an important area which must be
studied by tomorrow’s force which can
deal with financial management.

Artificial Intelligence in Finance:
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a pow-
erful tool that is already widely
deployed in financial services. It has
great potential for positive impact if
companies deploy it with sufficient
diligence and care. AI is being imple-
mented by banks to assess risks,
detect and prevent payments fraud,
improve processes for anti-money
laundering (AML) and perform
know-your-customer (KYC) regula-
tory checks. Artificial intelligence is
leading the front of the digital trans-
formation strategy in finance today

and its role is going to grow bigger in
the future. Adept proficiency in AI is
mandatory for an efficient workforce
of tomorrow.

Financial Fraud Detection:
Modern financial institutions face
the growing threat of fraud in its dif-
ferent and ever-changing ways. Fraud
detection is a set of activities under-
taken to prevent money or property
from being obtained through false
pretences. Fraud detection is applied
to many industries such as banking or
insurance. Data mining is used to clas-
sify, cluster, and segment the data and
it helps in automatically finding asso-
ciations and rules in the data that may
signify interesting patterns, including
those related to fraud. Experts use
such intelligence systems to encode
expertise for detecting fraud in the
form of rules. This area is gaining
importance and is an emerging trend
in the study of finance management
for creating an efficient workforce.

Machine Learning in Financial
Management: Today machine learn-
ing algorithms are used to automate
trading activities and provide finan-
cial advisory services to investors.
Machine learning can analyse millions
of data sets within a short time to

improve the outcomes without being
explicitly programmed. Supervised
learning, Un-supervised learning,
Semi-supervised learning, and
Reinforcement learning is an emerg-
ing trend in the study of finance man-
agement and the future workforce can
be efficient if they develop expertise
in this domain.

Blockchain-based modes of
transactions and financial services:
A financial system underpinned by
blockchain offers many opportunities
for the accountancy profession in the
near future. Blockchain technology is
a decentralised, distributed, and pub-
lic ledger that is used to record trans-
actions across many computers with-
in a network.

In the finance industry, this
underlying technology allows the
transfer of currency with confidence
that the transaction is secure and reli-
able. Block chain is for sure an emerg-
ing trend in the study of financial
management and will have a tangible
impact across several financial ser-
vices.  The future workforce must cer-
tainly be proficient and develop exper-
tise in this domain.
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Healthcare is a very profound and ever grow-
ing profession that can pave the way to

multiple directions. Amidst the rising fear of
the pandemic, the prominence of various
healthcare services has further increased man-
ifold. In lieu of the increasing focus towards
healthcare services and facilities, individuals are
showing an increased inclination towards
health-related courses. Out of the many, EMT
—Emergency Medical Technician course is
often preferred by the professionals in order to
develop the necessary skills needed to be
applied on the scene of an accident or injury
& en-route to the hospital to promote outcome
of speedy recovery.

To help the aspirants with the ongoing
changes and to make them EMT experts, many
institutes have introduced multiple long-term and
short-term EMT courses. Here is the list of Top
5 EMT Courses in India.

Henry Harvin: Ideal for students of Higher
Secondary and Graduates who aspire to manage
hands-on emergency situations, India’s leading
Edtech Company — Henry Harvin offers the best
career oriented course in the field of Paramedics
and Healthcare. The course focuses on devel-
oping the necessary skills required to act in basic
emergency lifesaving situations. Delivered by
highly qualified healthcare professionals with
over 15+ years of working experience, the
course spans over 6 months and offers the expe-
rience of industry projects during the tenure of
the course. The course helps students to Gain
knowledge about Anatomy and Physiology and
Get Acquainted with Medical Terminology &
Medical Ethics, acquire Knowledge about
Infection control and Biomedical Waste
Management, get familiar with Patient
Communication and Patient Assessment, learn
comprehensively about Trauma Care Emergency
and Deliver Emergency Medical Support to
Patients Upon successful completion, all partic-

ipants are awarded an Emergency Medical
Technician Course Certification as well as
become a part of the Elite Paramedical Academy
of Henry Harvin® & join the 3,00,000+ strong
Alumni Network Worldwide.

Institute of Paramedical Science &
Management: The Emergency Medical
Technician course offered by IPSM gears up the
students to assess the condition of the patients
and determine the necessary course of action
before taking them to the hospital. This diplo-
ma course spanning over a period of 12 months
to 18 months also prepares the participants to
respond to the emergencies arising out of casu-
alties like criminal violence, natural disasters,
fires, air and land accidents, etc. An applicant
needs to have passed Class 12th to be eligible for
the course. On successful completion, every par-
ticipant is awarded a Diploma in emergency
Medical technician.

Indian Institute of Emergency Medical
Services: This course is designed to instruct a
student to the level of Emergency Medical
Technician-Basic, formerly the EMT-Ambulance,
who serves as a vital link in the chain of the health
care team. It is recognized that the majority of
Prehospital emergency medical care will be pro-
vided by the EMT-Basic. This includes all skills
necessary for the individual to provide emergency

medical care at a basic life support level with an
ambulance service or other specialised service.
Specifically, after successful completion of the
program, the student will be capable of per-
forming the following functions at the minimum
entry level. After pursuing this course,
Emergency Medical Technicians are capable of
providing out of hospital emergency medical care
and transportation for critical and emergent
patients.

Tech Mahindra Foundation – Smart
Academy: The EMT course is an HSSC certi-
fied course to train students in emergency life-
saving procedures & and provide pre-hospital
critical care. As part of this course, students are
trained to respond quickly to emergency med-
ical situations and provide pre-hospital critical
care to patients. The classroom programme sup-
plemented with practical training, as well as on-
job-training equips a student to handle all kinds
of critical and emergency situations such as acci-
dents, burns, heart failure etc. In the course
duration of 12 months, the course includes class-
room training, coursework, clinical training and
soft-skills training. The Emergency Medical
Technician course is ideal for Class XII students
and graduates who wish to manage hands-on
medical emergency situations.

Vivo Healthcare: The Emergency Medical
Technician (EMT) course provided by Vivo
Healthcare is designed to train healthcare pro-
fessionals in basic emergency lifesaving proce-
dures. After the successful completion of the
course, the institute provides all the aspirants
with an accredited EMT certification. This EMT
Basic Level – 1 is a 2 months training pro-
gramme prepares professionals to get necessary
skills and training to respond in basic emer-
gency lifesaving situations. The course covers
theory and simulation training for 240 hours
and offers Hospital and Ambulance Internship
of 120 hours.
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While we quickly climb the lad-
der as a fresher with sheer ded-

ication, hard work, and enthusiasm
to reach the middle management
position, it becomes a little tricky to
jump to the next level. Many profes-
sionals feel stuck as mid-level man-
agers for years together waiting for a
promotion, some are even convinced
that they have touched the ceiling in
their career graph.

So, what is it that brings careers
to a standstill? Essentially, entry into
the top management and senior
positions requires a different kind
of skill set, which sometimes can’t
be learned by just doing what a cer-
tain job profile requires. Apart
from the job function, one needs to
have a fair amount of knowledge
about all aspects of business from
strategy, leadership, and communi-
cation to operations, marketing, and
management. This is where an
MBA comes into picture — in fact,
MBA is the key that can help
acquire these skills and open the
door to leadership roles.

Improving career prospects
An MBA can give your career

the much-required kick-start that
you have been waiting for. While
MBA offers many advantages to
advance your career to the next
level, let’s take a look at some
prominent ones and how they can
transform your career:
�Developing leadership and man-
agement skills: MBA programmes

lay a major thrust on improving
one’s leadership capabilities, man-
agement skills, decision making,
communication and out-of-the-
box thinking, all of which are crit-
ical skills for senior management
positions. Equipped with these
competencies, you are geared up to
take on bigger responsibilities and
roles that are more evolved than
your existing profile. Organisations
also recognise professionals with
MBA degrees as valuable assets and
consider moving them up the lad-
der.
�Networking: An MBA classroom
includes professionals from various
functions, industries and job pro-
files. Not only does this huge diver-
sity present a great opportunity for
interaction and learning, but it also
serves as an enormous networking
platform. Making contacts with
fellow students and lecturers opens
up new job prospects for partici-
pants in the program.
�A route to career transition:

Mid-level professionals often realise
that their career goals do not match
with their current job profile or their
skillset matches another job profile
better. An MBA degree is a great
way to change your career path and
take on a job that you feel best
matches your strengths and liking.
As an MBA programme focuses
extensively on managerial and lead-
ership skills, it also prepares pro-
fessionals who want to undertake
their entrepreneurial journey.
�Placement opportunities: While
an MBA degree helps you climb the
hierarchy level in your current
company and gives you the oppor-
tunity to re-negotiate your salary, it
also opens up doors to new organ-
isations. With most programmes
offering placement opportunities
near the end of the program, you
have more options to choose from,
both in terms of job profiles and
salaries.

Another important aspect is the
mode of MBA that you select. For
example, an Executive MBA pro-
gramme is a perfect option for
working professionals as it offers the
flexibility to continue working while
preparing to move up the ladder.
Reputed institutes provide flexible
study options like classes over the
weekend, webinars, online discus-
sions, and assignments, etc., which
can help you study as per your con-
venience and availability.
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Taking cognisance of the

Covid-19 situation, The
Institute of Company Secretaries
of India, has decided to postpone
its examinations for Foundation
Programme, Executive
Programme (old and new syl-
labus) and Professional
Programme (old and new
Syllabus) scheduled to be held
from June 1, 2021 to June 10, 2021. 

The new schedule of the
examination will be released after
reviewing the situation and receiv-
ing the directive/guideline from
the relevant departments of the

Government, issued from time to
time.  

Revised time table for the said
examinations will be issued and
hosted on the website of the insti-
tute www.icsi.edu in due course of
time.   

Contemplating the severity of
Covid-19 situation, CS Nagendra
D Rao, President, the ICSI said:
“ICSI has time and again consid-
ered health & safety of all its stake-
holders paramount. Hence, in
the interest of all, the institute has
decided to postpone the June,
2021 CS Examinations.”
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The Dr CV Raman University (CVRU), which is a part of the
esteemed AISECT Group of Universities (AGU) and is sit-

uated in the Khandwa district of Madhya Pradesh, has
announced that the admission process for the 2021 academic ses-
sion is now open. In the light of the second wave of the Covid-
19 pandemic, the university has taken the admission process for
its undergraduate, post graduate and diploma courses for the year
online. 

All the facilities and services related to the admission process
have been made available online, including virtual campus tours
on the university’s YouTube channel and live chats with coun-
selors. Students can submit the application form as well as deposit
their fees online with the help of enabled websites and portals. 

Interested students can gather more information regarding
the admission process and the university on this link :
https://www.cvrump.ac.in/.

The dates for the Pan-India AISECT Joint Entrance Exam
(AJEE) that is required for admission to certain courses in the
University will be announced soon.
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Sanskriti University, Mathura is inviting online applications
for Admission to Diploma, Under Graduate, and Post

Graduate Programmes in Engineering, Management &
Commerce, Education, Special Education, Humanities &
Social Sciences, Pharmacy, Agriculture, Fashion Designing, Law
and Legal Studies, Yoga and Naturopathy, Tourism & Hotel
Management, Medical & Allied Sciences, Basic & Applied
Sciences, Ayurveda, Unani, and Nursing courses.

How to apply: Applicants seeking admission are required
to f i l l  an online application form available
onwww.sanskriti.edu.in.The submission of the application form
can be done online or in-person at the university by deposit-
ing �1,000. 

For online submission, use the link https://www.sanskri-
ti.edu.in/register. The admission prerequisites will be in accor-
dance with the various regulatory bodies as amended from time
to time.

Admission process: Applications for academic year 2021-
22 are open to applicants who have passed or will appear for
the qualifying examinations under the higher secondary
(10+2) from any recognised Board of education such as AISS-
CE/IB/ICSE/CBSE, or equivalents. 

For admission to Diploma programmes, students are
required to have passed the Class X examination from any state
or central board like CBSE/ICSE.

Last date to apply: June 30, 2021.
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As scientists,  doctors,
Governments and policy mak-
ers across the globe work to bet-

ter understand the virus and tackle the
consequences we are facing as a result
of it, we need to ensure that education
and learning does not get compro-
mised. In the process of getting accus-
tomed to this new normal, it has been
crucial that we keep abreast with the
changes and the demands these uncer-
tain times present us with. Reworking
traditional concepts of what education
has meant in the past is more impor-
tant than ever before as we embark on
our journey forward.

Studying abroad is an avenue sev-
eral students in India opt for. With the
current travel restrictions, lockdown
impositions and a plethora of other
regulations, going abroad may not only
seem like a daunting task but also
appear out of reach. The unpre-
dictability of these times may lead to
a certain hesitance and apprehension
regarding enrolling in an internation-
al university. Nonetheless, this should
not translate into students having to
alter their higher education plans and
their career trajectories.

There are institutes in the country
that offer courses in collaboration
with leading international universities.
This ensures that the quality of the edu-
cation being imparted to the students
is benchmarked against the best in the
world. As global education is credit
based, credits from these universities
are accepted in any international uni-
versity world over.

Following UG programme from
India, students can apply to interna-
tional universities for higher education
having already fulfilled the credit pre-
requisites needed for their masters. In
addition to this, due to the transferable
credit structure, students can also
decide to do a certain duration of the
programme from India and the rest of
it from the affiliated university abroad,
offering a blended learning that is an
amalgamation of the best features of
both the worlds. By partnering with
international universities, these insti-
tutes offer degrees that are recognised

globally.
The courses are designed by faculty

who are experts in their domains to
ensure that students get the same
kind of exposure, learning and devel-
op similar skills that will hold them in
good stead in the future. 

The UG programmes normally
span three to four years. Students can
do their first year online from home
and subsequently go on to pursue the
rest of their course abroad. As an
increasing number of people get vac-
cinated and the situation comes under
control, travel restrictions will ease, visa
application centres will open up and
students will again have an opportunity
to head outside the country to study.

International universities have also
taken into consideration the situation
that is afflicting people across the world
and have taken several measures to
accommodate students coming from
countries that are heavily affected by
the COVID-19. Most universities espe-
cially in Europe are still accepting
international applicants. There is an
increased flexibility in the way the
courses are being planned and imple-
mented.
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Applications are invited
for academic merit
awards at the State

University of New York College
at Plattsburgh.Students of all
nationalities are welcome to
apply.

Eligibility: The students
must be first-year applicants. The
students must not be enrolled in
any nursing programme.

Supporting documents:
Submit: A letter of recommen-
dation; High School transcripts;
English Proficiency test; Bank
Affidavits and Statements as
evidence for financial support for
the first year; Personal Essay for
250 words on questions related
to SUNY.

Admission requirements:
The students must have attained
a minimum SAT score of 440 to
be admitted to the university.

Language requirement:
Submit the following English
language proficiency test scores:
TOEFL paper – 490 or higher;
TOEFL Internet – 57 or higher;
IELTS Academic – 5.5 or high-
er; British ‘O’ Level English Pass
– E or higher; PTE (Pearson Test
of English) – 45 or higher;
Duolingo English test – 87 to 104

How to apply: The stu-
dents must either register
through the SUNY Application
or the Common Application to
complete the application process.

The students who are suc-
cessfully accepted by the uni-

versity will be considered for
this award.

Application deadline: It is
November 15, 2021.

Applications are invited for
Honjo International Scholarships
available for foreign students to
attend a graduate school at a
Japanese university.

Eligibility: Must have been
born after March 31, 1984. The
student applying for the master’s
must been born after March 31,
1989. Enrolled as of April 2021
or currently applying for the aca-
demic course starting from April
2021 at a graduate school in
Japan. Have a strong will to serve
in his home country after grad-
uation. Have a deep under-
standing of international friend-
ship and goodwill and must
attend the events organised by
the foundation and take part in
the network as an alumni mem-
ber. Must speak Japanese.

Supporting documents:
Academic transcript (Japanese or
English), Research Plan, A rec-
ommendation letter from the
supervisor, Documents that
prove admission. 

Admission requirements:
Have a previous degree.

Language requirement:
Applicants from outside the
home country will often need to
meet specific English lan-
guage/other language in order to
be able to study.

How to apply: Submit an
online application  and upload
the required documents.

Application deadline: It is
October 31, 2021.

All the great leaders know how to bal-
ance between their personal and pro-
fessional lives. They also focus on

being well-planned in personal and pro-
fessional life and are always focused on
meticulous execution of their plan. The
young generation of the modern era wants
to achieve many things but is unable to put
their efforts in the right direction. Some of
them do not have the required qualities
needed to become effective leaders. They
need to analyse the required gaps in their
personality and inculcate within them the
required leadership qualities.

At the back of every successful business,
there are exceptional qualities and optimal
blend of human, technical and conceptual
skills in the leaders who stand alone to run
the business in the market and the effective
leadership qualities make others support
their decisions. 

For becoming a great leader, you need
to possess strong leadership qualities in your
daily life which are as follows:

Confidence: For being a good leader
you must possess confidence in your talk
as well as work that makes others follow the
steps, which will be only possible through
your courage. Being a confident person, you
can easily tackle the problems alone and
should be willing to take the risk on your
own for the achievement of the envisioned
goals of the organisation.

Execution skills: Strategic planning and
operational plans can be accomplished by
the best and focused execution skills.
Leaders are required to have specialised
skills of executing the plans by concerted
and collaborative efforts of all internal and
external stakeholders. The greatest aspects
of the successful person are to envision the
results before executing them, based on the
market trends or evaluation of the econo-
my, industry and allied aspects. In this pan-
demic situation where the economy is dras-
tically getting worse, the leader with exe-
cution qualities can manage this situation
and convert the situation of problem into

an opportunity. Execution skills differenti-
ate the leader from all others. 

Effective communication skills:
Another trait of the best leaders is to com-
municate effectively and persuasively if talk-
ing in front of a large number of internal
or external stakeholders. The leaders who
have fear of public speaking should get rid
of this fear or anxiety at the earliest by con-
sistent practice. The written and verbal com-
munication of the leaders makes a phe-
nomenal difference in motivating and
retaining competent and skilled profes-
sionals in modern times. 

Communication is developed by con-
sistent exchange of verbal or non-verbal
ideas and information among all groups of
internal and external stakeholders.

Clear vision: Being a leader, clarity of
vision must be there which is fruitful for the
company’s growth and future. The leaders
are expected to be confident, optimistic,
motivated, enthusiastic, and be an unend-
ing source of inspiration for the employees.
If you are thinking of making the changes
in your surrounding atmosphere, the vision,
mission, goals and objectives of the organ-
isation must be clear, along with the envi-
sioned ultimate results to be achieved with

the concerted efforts and why the change
is required.

As we know, an empty mind is con-
sidered to be the devil's workshop; there-
fore the leader is expected to engage the
empty minds in meaningful works and
assignments with focus on creativity and
innovation. A leader is expected to be clear
about the need, choice, and essential actions
in life. Clarity in the vision, mission, goals
and objectives will give the path to think
about the future goals and actions to be
taken. 

Learning: If a leader is not aware of the
surroundings and is not updated with the
new topics, many things may go out of con-
trol. Great leaders always know about their
strength of leadership qualities, and have the
ability to adapt to changing circumstances
and have the optimal blend of knowledge,
skills and competencies to work smartly and
grasp the opportunities in changing times
and circumstances. Having a desire to learn
new things will always make the leader
develop social and emotional intelligence
which will contribute to decision-making
as a leader.
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The Indian Premier League was on
Tuesday suspended indefinitely after
multiple Covid-19 cases were report-

ed in its bio-bubble, ending a month-long
relatively smooth run for cricket’s most
glamorous and cash-rich event in the mid-
dle of a raging pandemic.

“The tournament has been suspended
indefinitely. We will try to conduct the event
in the next available window but this month
is unlikely,” league chairman Brijesh Patel
said.

The announcement came after
Sunrisers Hyderabad’s wicketkeeper-bats-
man Wriddhiman Saha tested positive for
Covid-19 along with Delhi Capitals’ veter-
an spinner Amit Mishra. Hours after the
postponement, CSK batting coach Michael
Hussey also tested positive for the dread-
ed virus.

“...We will take stock if we can find a
suitable window later during the year. It
could be September but these are all spec-
ulations. As of now we are not conducting
it any further,” BCCI vice-president Rajiv
Shukla said.

On Monday, Chennai Super Kings
bowling coach Lakshmipathy Balaji along
with Kolkata Knight Riders bowlers
Sandeep Warrier and Varun Chakravarthy
had also returned positive results.

The spread of infections had led to post-
ponement of two IPL games earlier.

The league organisers also issued a for-
mal statement and said that safety of its play-
ers and staff is paramount.

“The Indian Premier League Governing
Council (IPL GC) and Board of Control for
Cricket in India (BCCI) in an emergency
meeting has unanimously decided to post-
pone IPL 2021 season, with immediate
effect,” the statement read.

“The BCCI does not want to compro-
mise on the safety of
the players, support
staff and the other

participants involved in organising the IPL.
This decision was taken keeping the safe-
ty, health and well-being of all the stakehold-
ers in mind,” it added.

The IPL said BCCI will do all it can to
ensure that players in the event get back to
their homes safely. IPL features stars from
England, Australia, and New Zealand
among other countries.

“These are difficult times, especially in
India and while we have tried to bring in
some positivity and cheer, however, it is
imperative that the tournament is now sus-
pended and everyone goes back to their
families and loved ones in these trying
times,” the IPL stated.

“The BCCI will do everything in its
powers to arrange for the secure and safe
passage of all the participants in IPL 2021.”

The tournament began on April 9 and
ran smoothly before KKR’s Covid-19 cases
caused the initial jitters on Monday. The
tournament final was planned for May 30.

There was cause of concern in Delhi too
as a few groundsmen at the Feroz Shah
Kotla Stadium tested positive even though
DDCA chief Rohan Jaitley asserted that
“none of the groundsmen on duty” were
among the infected.
REMAINING MATCHES IN SEPT?

According to Cricbuzz, an official said
that the board could look at the September
window after England’s tour of India is
complete and before the T20 World Cup
scheduled in India for October-
November.
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IPL chairman Brijesh Patel on
Tuesday said the BCCI will

“find a way” to send the league’s
foreign recruits back to their
respective countries after the
event was suspended indefi-
nitely due to a Covid-19 out-
break in its bio-bubble.

“We need to send them
home and we will find a way to
do that,” Brijesh told PTI when
asked how will the foreigners
return home but did not elab-
orate beyond that.

The foreigners involved in
the lucrative league are con-
cerned about returning
to their respective
countries due to trav-
el restric-
t i o n s

imposed in the wake of a dead-
ly resurgence of the pandemic
in India.

The BCCI had assured
foreign players of a safe return
earlier as well.

The IPL had 14 Australian
players left, after three pullouts
a few days ago, along with 10
from New Zealand and 11
Englishmen. South Africa had
11 players in the league, which
also featured nine West Indians,
three Afghans and two from
Bangladesh.

In a joint statement,
Cricket Australia and the
Australian Cricketers
Association said they respect
their Government’s decision
to suspend flights operating out
of India due to the Covid surge
here and will not seek exemp-

tions for its players stuck in
the country ravaged by a
deadly second wave of the
pandemic.

“CA is in direct con-
tact with the BCCI as
they work through plans
to ensure the safe accom-
modation and repatria-

tion of Australian players,
coaches, match officials and
commentators back home to
Australia.

“CA and the ACA respect
the decision of the Australian
Government to pause travel
from India until at least May 15
and will not seek exemptions.”

They further stated, “CA
and the ACA thank the BCCI
for their efforts and coopera-
tion for the safe repatriation of
all participants at the IPL.”

Reacting to the big BCCI
move, Cricket South Africa
said it is in contact with its play-
ers who will need to home
quarantine on arrival from
India as per the World Health
Organization recommenda-
tions. “Those travelling back to
South Africa will undergo
home quarantine in line with
the current World Health
Organization recommenda-
tions,” it said in a release.

“CSA and the South
African Cricketers Association
(SACA) are in contact with all
players and are assured of their
safety and comfort in their

respective locations.”
CSA said it supported the

BCCI decision of suspend the
league keeping in mind the cur-
rent situation and thanked the
Indian board for looking after
its players.

“CSA supports the decision
to put the health and safety
interests of all involved in the
tournament first and foremost
and has made contact with all
of the relevant franchises to
ensure the expedited travel of
all South African players and
support staff back to our
shores.”

New Zealand Cricket
expressed faith in BCCI’s abil-
ity to handle the situation.

“The players are in a rela-
tively safe environment and
those within affected teams are
in isolation,” read an NZC
statement posted by
ESPNcricinfo. “We’ll continue to
liaise with the BCCI, the ECB
and New Zealand government
authorities in terms of manag-
ing their situation — but at this
juncture it’s too early to discuss
potential options.”
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The BCCI stands to lose
over �2000 crore of the

broadcast and sponsorship
money earmarked for this
year’s Indian Premier League
which was indefinitely post-
poned on Tuesday.

“We would be losing any-
thing between �2000 to �2500
crore for the midway postpone-
ment of this season. I would say
something in the range of
�2200 crore will be closer to
accurate estimation,” a senior
BCCI official told PTI.

The 52-day 60-match tour-
nament would have concluded
in Ahmedabad on May 30.
However, only 24 days of crick-
et was possible with 29 com-
pleted games before the virus
halted proceedings.

The biggest loss for BCCI
is the money it gets from Star
Sports for the broadcast rights
of the tournament.

Star has a five-year contract
worth �16,347 crore which is
�3269.4 crore per year. If there
are 60 games in a season, the
per match valuation comes to
approximately �54.5 crore.

If Star pays per match,
then the amount for 29 match-
es would be �1580 crore
approximately out of what
would have been �3270 crore
for a full tournament. This

means a loss of �1690 crore for
the Board.

Similarly, mobile manu-
facturers VIVO, as tourna-
ment’s title sponsors, pay �440
crore per season and BCCI is
likely to get less than half of that
amount because of the post-
ponement.

Add to it, associate spon-
sor companies l ike
Unacademy, Dream11, CRed,

Upstox, and Tata Motors, who
pay in the range of �120 crore
each. Some subsidiary spon-
sors are also there.

“Slash all the payments by
half or a bit less and you will
be reaching a loss in the range
of 2200 crore. The actually
losses could be much more
but this is a back of the hand
calculation for the season,” the
official said.

The loss of a substantial
amount of money will also
reduce the central revenue
pool for the season (the money
that BCCI distributes among
eight franchises) to nearly half.

The official, however, did-
n’t divulge how much each
franchise would lose due to the
suspension of the tournament. 

“It is difficult to say what
kind of sponsorship and co-
sponsorship money they
earned this season as the eco-
nomic climate has been pretty
hostile,” he said.

In case players are available
only for a part of the tour-

nament, the salaries are paid
on pro-rata basis which means
“assigning an amount to one
person according to their
share of the whole”.

However, a senior player
said that pro-rata is only

applicable when a player vol-
untarily makes himself avail-
able for only a part of the tour-
nament based on the match-
es available.

In this case, the organis-
ers have halted the event so the
franchises are likely to pay for
at least half of the season.
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Rome: Jose Mourinho is back.
The Portuguese manager, who was sacked by

Tottenham Hotspur in late April, will return to
the touchline next season after being introduced
as the new manager of AS Roma, the Serie A club
announced on Tuesday.

Mourinho agreed to a three-year contract
and will officially take charge ahead of the 2021-
22 campaign.

“After meetings with the ownership and
Tiago Pinto, I immediately understood the full
extent of their ambitions for AS Roma,”
Mourinho said.

“It is the same ambition and drive that has
always motivated me and together we want to
build a winning project over the upcoming years.

“The incredible passion of the Roma fans
convinced me to accept the job and I cannot wait
to start next season.”

Mourhino will replace Paulo Fonseca, who
will leave at the end of the season after two years
in charge. AP

BCCI set to incur losses of over �2000 cr
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This year’s T20 World Cup is
set to be moved from India

to the UAE with the BCCI
acknowledging that none of
the participating teams would
be “comfortable” coming here
because “a third wave” of Covid-
19 cases is expected at the time
of the event.

While a final decision will
be taken in a month’s time but
it is understood that even the
Indian cricket board is jittery
about holding the 16-team tour-
nament in October-November
after the ongoing IPL had to be
suspended because of multiple
Covid-19 cases inside the bio-
bubble.

It is learnt BCCI officials
have had very recent discussions
with some of the top decision-
makers in the central
Government and a shift to the
UAE has been more or less
agreed upon. The dates of the
marquee competition, which
was planned across nine venues,
have not yet been finalised.

“The suspension of IPL
within four weeks is an indica-
tor that it’s not really safe to host
a global event of that magnitude
at a time when the country is
fighting its worst health crisis in
last 70 years,” a senior BCCI

source privy to development
said.

“There is a chance of a third
wave hitting the Indian shores
in November. So while BCCI
will remain the hosts, the tour-
nament will probably shift to the
UAE,” he added.

Health experts have warned
of a third wave in India in
September.

The dire situation in India,
where a daily addition of over
3 lakh new cases has continued
for the past many days, has
shaken most of the member
boards and the ICC is unlikely
to take a risk with safety of
International cricket teams.

“You can be rest assured
that most of the top nations
wouldn’t like to tour India with-
in next six months unless the
situation comes to normalcy.
The players and their families
would be very wary to travel if
they are in the middle of anoth-
er surge.

“So expect BCCI to agree
with shift of tournament to
UAE,” another source also
chipped in.

He said IPL’s suspension
after a string of positive cases
has made the officialdom very
jittery of taking any more risks.

“The IPL in India was a
platform to prove to the world

as well as participating nations
that it is safe to host a tourna-
ment even when the second
wave is hitting its peak.

“It was going well but the
bio bubble has now become
porous. What’s the guarantee it
won’t happen again in October-
November. Nations like
Australia, England and New
Zealand are almost certain to
have travel advisories in place,”
he argued.

One of the biggest reasons
for conducting the tournament
in the UAE is that it can be kept
to three grounds — Sharjah,
Dubai and Abu Dhabi — and
there is no air travel.

“Look six venues for IPL
was always a dangerous propo-
sition when they successfully
managed with three during the
last edition,” the source said.

“In UAE, all of them were
in one bubble from start to fin-
ish while here each team was
travelling to three bubbles. Most
of the positive cases emerged
after bubble travel.

“Therefore even if you
reduce the number of venues
from 9 to 5 in October, still there
will be air travel unlike UAE.
Also for players, they would not
be mentally in a space to play in
India unless the situation dras-
tically improves,” he added.
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With their country shut for
all those flying from India,

the now suspended IPL’s
Australian contingent, compris-
ing players, support staff and
commentators, is expected to
head to Maldives before taking
a connecting flight for home.

There are 14 Australian
players along with coaches and
commentators who might now
take a detour as the Australian
Government has imposed strict
sanctions for people returning
from India.

“A mass exodus of
Australian players, coaches and
support staff to the Maldives is
the expected remedy to a dilem-
ma created by the postponement
of the 2021 IPL and the current
closure of the Australian border
to citizens currently in India

during its rampant Covid-19
outbreak,” ESPNcricinfo report-
ed. “There are close to 40
Australians in the IPL bubble
comprising players, coaching
staff and commentators,” it
added. “The likes of Pat
Cummins, Steven Smith, Glenn
Maxwell, Ricky Ponting, Simon
Katich and company are expect-
ed to join commentator Michael
Slater, who had already headed
to the Maldives as a temporary
post...” Premier pacer Pat
Cummins, who is contracted
with KKR, called the situation
unprecedented. “Once we flew
out of Australia we knew we’d
signed up for 14 days quarantine
coming home so you feel a bit
further from getting home, but
when the hard border shut no
one has ever experienced that
before,” Pat Cummins told The
Back Page on Fox Sports.


